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IIJTRODUCTIOM
In our study of the Contributions of the Book of Job to
Persons Suffering, we have proceeded as follows: we have
first of all made a critical study of the Book of Job as to
Its date and Durr^oee; we have attempted to show the evolution
of Job's sufferings, and the minister ings of his friends, of
Elihu, and of Jehovaii.
We have also made a study of the vaxicus types of pain in
a spiritual sense. We have approached pain from the stand-
point of its effect upon the inner life and attitude of per-
sons. We nave then classified oain into what we have found are
the five most common and specific kinds of spiritual suffering.
The writer has made a scientific study of the art of
ministering to the sick. Three months have been spent in a
clinical training course and one month as acting chaplain of a
State Infirmary.
Then, on the basis of experience and study of the art of
ministering to the sick, we have selected the contributions of
the Book of Job to this problem and applied them to the types
of suiiering. Thus we feel that a just basis has been used for
determining what contributions the Book of Job has to make to
persons suffering.
To make the work both more practical and more accurate,
specific cases have been used. By permission, some have been

borrowed from the Reverend Russell Dicks, char)lair of the
liassachusetTis General Hospital and others from the Reverend
Oavid Hunter, chaplain of the Massachusetts Sta.te Infirmary.
The remaining: case records are my own.
The underlined words found in quoted passagies of scripture
represent the italicized words found in the American Standard
version of the Bible.
R. A. W,
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CHAPTER I
I
(
1 THE TYPES OF SUFFERING
I
I
I
I
In our study of the Contributions of The Book of Job to
'persons Suffering, we will take as our first task a brief anal-
jyeis of the vptIous types of suff faring. It is only as we see
It
ji
;i clearly what suffering is in the life of a person that we can
i|
ip
lihooe to make any contribution to him.
Suffering can only be ministered to in terms of its
I
I
spiritual diRgnosis. Therefore, it is neither physical nor
!
'mental pain as such that will serve as a classification for our
I
purposes. It ie the change in inner attitude and outlook upon
jllfe that pain has brought about that we are concerned with
I
jhere. These attitudes, the outgrowth of pain, are the results
!
I
Of what we call spiritual diagnosis. These are what we mean
I
by suffering in this study.
Various temperaments and types of people react differently
I
lunder the same circumstances. The kind of life the person has
I;
'been living also alters the form of his suffering. His mental
j
and emotional reactions are flavored by his past life and his
ifuture hoDe. The furniture of his universe modifies his suf-
t
jfering.-^
!l. Cabot and Dicks, Art of Mini stering to The Sick , p. 87.
I
I
I

ii
j
National, racial, and cultural fsrroups
,
Jews, Negroes, Yan-
llcees, suffer each in tneir own way. Some oeople take suffering
lias a matter of fact. The Yankee fights suffering like a malig-
i!
'
?inant enemy, the negro accepts it like bad weather. Some re-
li
'volt and become utterly furious with their own condition,
j! Others may become embittered and hardened, their disposi-
tions soured, their whole mental attitude and their outlook
upon life in ^zeneral changed and rendered thoroughly pessimis-
tic by sufferinc:.^
I
i Having taken these facts into considerp.tion, we describe
Ithe basic types of human suffering, in terms ol the sufferer's
Ijjattitude, to be Loneliness, Bitterness, Fear, Doubt, and Grief.
11
IjThere are various other attitudes such as boredom, obscespion
i! 4
,!of guilt, grudge, etc., but any one of these can be classed
i
I
under one of the major types mentioned. Thus for our purposes
I
here the types of suffering are 1. Loneliness, 2. Bitterness,
3. Fear, 4. Doubt, and 5. Grief.
Section 1
Persons suffering often have a great feeling of loneliness.
'
Because of his illness, a person is often taken out of his or-
I
; dinary surroundings and routine of daily life. He is lonely
I
because he misses his usual place of habitation and work. He
2, Ibid
.
, D. 37
t
j3. Finney, J.M.T., The Significance and Effect of Pain , p. 16
1
4. Cabot and Dicks, Op. cit . p. 77 ff.

ml88e8 them because there is nothing to replace their absence.
[e has nothing: to do and feels useless. He may also be separei-
ited from those who are near and dear to him. If he has been in
iian accident, they perhaps cannot reach him, or if he has a con-
agious disease, he is not allowed to have visitors. He is
Ipractically separated from human contact,
A change of work, or a change of residence, or entrance in-
;to a larger sphere, brings a certain engrossment which leads
to neglect of the richest intercourse in the past life. To
many a man even marriage has a drop of bitterness in it, be-
iCause it has somehow meant the severing of old and sacred
Ijlinks.S
! Perhaps the person has many friends, but they do not reach
|the core of his problem. They do not understand the nature of
ihis condition, and though they may try to comfort him, they are
ifar from his inner spirit. He is lonely because he is misun-
liderstood. This was the case of Job, Chapter lb: 4-5.
I also could speak as ye do;
If your soul were in my soul's stead,
I could join words together against you,
And shake my head at you.
But I would strengthen you with my mouth.
And the solace of iny lips would assuage your grief.
i He suffered great loneliness because none of his friends under-
i
stood him. He was particularly sensitive to this because of i
I
ihis great capacity for friendship.
Ij
Other people feel lonely because they feel t hat because of
!i
jjtheir sickness they are so unattractive and uninteresting that
i
||5. Hugh Black, Friendship , p. 151

Ilipeople come or.ly as a matter of duty.*^ In raanv cases this feel-
!!
lilTiff is Increased by the actual truthful basis for this feeling.
;|
I'Peoole witn little human 1 ove or sympathy look only on the ex-
jjternalit ies of the person and never reach his heart with warmth
'and comfort.
Some sufferers Jiever have had a great capacity for friend-
ship even before they were afflicted. They have never given
! themselves wholeheartedly to others. In time of trial they
I have no resources to fall back on and their feeling of loneli-
i
ness is greatly intensified.
I How can we be anything but alone if our attitude to men
i|is one of armed neutrality, if we are suspicious and assertive,
I
8uid auerulous, and over-cautious in our advances s-*^©
must be willing to give ourselves freely and unreservedly.'
Another type of loneliness is that which comes to patients
' ftjwho have develooed a sense of isolation. ° It is characteristic
I
of the mentally disordered group. They have been regarded as
"queer" and different. They usually feel this very keenly and
jjactually withdraw from society. They feel isolated, and with-
l!
ijdraw all the more because of feeling that way,
j
Perhaps the most tragic type of loneliness is that which is
|due to the utter loss of friends and relatives, due to either
l!
[death or sheer neglect.
16, Cabot and Dicks, Art of Ministering to the Sick
^
p. 57.
I?.
Black, 0£. crt
. ,
p. 51
ii
!]8. Boisen, A.T. , Personality Changes and Uoheavels arising
Ij
||^
Out of_ ;^J^Se^nse _of^Personal Failui;e^p^__556
I
I
I
r(I
I5 One of rav patients at the Tewksbury State Infirmary lost
l!
;!flve children and her husband. Shortly after her second mar-
riage, her husband was killed In the same accident that con-
fined her to the hospital with a fractured hip. For fear that
II
I
they may have to support her, none of her three remaining chil-
j
1
jdren even so much as corresoonrf with her. She is extremely
I
lonely.
[
Loneliness is one of the common types of suffering: caused
I by various conditions.
!
Section 2
I
Many peoole suffer from an attitude of bitterness. This
;may t aJce various forms. Patients often grow bitter and hold a
1
Ijgrudge against other individuals or groups of individuals.
jl
A little probing often reveals bitterness in the heart,
,la great wrong which it seems impossible to forgive, a soirit of
jenvy or dislike of someone which makes his success a source of
jjdiscomfort and his failure an unconfessed satisfaction.^
i|Thev trv to find a basis for their own condition in the fault
i|
lOr deliberate deed of someone else and then hate that person.
Their outlook is filled with poison because they feel that the
jperson or those persons are their barrier to comfort. ^That
II
I the person does and, esoecially, says is colored bv this bitter
i
!
point of view. Job was very bitter toward his friends. He
blamed them for false ministerings which hurt his very soul,
I
"I have heard many such things: Miserable comforters are ye
1-
19. Bosworth, E.I,, What it means to Be a Christ^i^^p^ 15.

all." Chapter lb: 2. His speech against them was filled with a
pungent saroasra that well revealed his inner feeling.
A patient at the Massachusetts General Hospitp.l was af-
flicted with a very serious skin disease. First she became bit-
iter at the nurses because she felt they were not giving her pro-
per care. Then she blamed the doctors for not being able to
cure her. She harbored these feelings until finally she
threatened to bring about self destruction because, she said,
this would soite the doctors as they did not want her to die.
This attitude is often due to an accumulation of feelings
over a period of years.^^ The person has never learned to un-
burden himself by forgiveness of his fellow men and the poison
of hate eats into the very marrow of his soul. The lack of the
sense of forgiveness allows these grudges to accumulate until
a person becomes bitter toward everything, soured on life in
general. They hold to this attitude so long that it is impos-
sible for them to gain a orooer view of the wholesome side of
life.
Another type of bitterness is characterized by hate of one-
self. Persons often feel that their own error or sin has
wrought their condition uoon them and they hate themselves for
Lt. They are humiliated to an extreme and feel inferior and
iebased.
!L0. Cabot and Dicks, 0£. cit . p. 76.
ii
r I
It l8 important to notice that in many cases where the
primary factor is apparently an overwhelming: catastrophe, the
disturbance is characterized by a sense of g:uilt. In one of our
cases a woman of high eta.ndards and good character,
developed the idea that she had committed the unpeurdonable sin.
She did just the opposite of Job. Instead of "maintaining her
Integrity" in the f ace of disaster she sought the explanation in
some possible sin of her own.^^
This type of feeling does not usually have the corrosive effect
of bitterness toward others, however.
Bitterness toward God is not uncommon. They feel that he
has turned against them and they blame Him for their suffering?-^
Bfhen mishaps befall some oeople they interpret it as an act of
iirect divine intervention. Upset by their pain, they now take
the most immediate way out and do not see the long view of the
goodness of God. A typical example of this can be seen in the
ffife of Job. "When she saw her husband in his state of suffering,
she said, "Curse God and die". Chapter 2:9.
Section 3
Besides loneliness and bitterness, many sufferers are
thrown into a state of fear. Fear starts with a small spot and
"I "ajpreads until it takes in a large area. A person's condition
lay have come upon him suddenly and thus he is afraid that more
light come in the same manner. He fears the spread of his o?m
7.
Boison, 0£. cit . p. 535
Cabot and Dicks, Op., cit . p. 78
Ibid
. ,
p. 69

II
disease. He mav be lopinp weight or have a fever, and all this
f
may lead tne person into an attitude of anticipating something
^ven worse. He may worry about being incapacitated to earn a
IjLiving in tne future or about the support of nis children. A
j
Aroman in labor may worry about the outcome of her about-to-be-
'Dorn child.
I Another type of fear may be due to the treatment of the
i
pain itself. Some patients fear an anaesthetic, others an opera-
ition.-'-* They are afraid of anything new in that line because of
!!
'
i
;some of the impressions, true or false, which they grained of it.
j
They are afraid because they find it hard to understand their
ii
|!new situation. The unknown terrifies us.
I
Many persons fear death. That great unknown has a terri-
;i
ii^ying effect which handicaps many people. This Is pointed out
iin Hebrews 2:15. "And deliver them who through feex of death
Ii
iirere all their lifetime subject to bondage." They fail to have
ij
;,that confidence that "beneath are the everlasting arms" which is
l!
|ithe greatest comfort we can have. They are afraid of death be-
|i
iicause they do not know Gk)d,
j
One patient to whom I ministered has led the life of a
Ijreprobate. Now, sick in the hospital and realizing that he can
11
illive but a short time, he finds his confidence in Ood missing.
||He fears that Grod will punish him. He is intellectually bank-
i'
I:i4. Ibid.
,
p. 70
I,
•
;15. Ibid.
,
p. 70
i
i
i
i
i
!
r I
Inipt as to the ways of Ood and dreads to tnink of nis own out-
I
come.
i
There are still others who fear the wrath of God. They do
i;
linot only fear death but feax that He will tatce measures to pun-
lieh them for their sins. They picture themselves at the hand of
!
|Grod's wrath. Here we get a picture of their feeling;
But know thou stupid, blind, hardened wretch, that
! God doth not see as thou seest with thy polluted eves: thy
j
sins in his sight are infinitely abominable Thou
I'knowest that thou has a thous-^nd and a thousand times made light
I
of the Majesty of God. And why shouldest not that Majesty which
I
thou hast thus desoised, be manifested in the greatness of thy
i| punishment? 16
A lack of courage and confidence may lead a patient to fear
many things.
Section 4
Doubt is another tyoe of oain. Persons suffering often
I
find themselves over-skeptical as to the truth of another's ad-
I
I
vice or encouragement. They try to taste every bit of mental
{food that is given them. Job was a careful taster of everything
I
that his friends gave him. Nothing but the truth was enough for
jjob, Chapter 42:2-6. Sufferers are on the alert for any f alse
lioptimism or superficial attempt at comfort. Particularly is
li
|!this true in the case of doctors, because patients often know
i'that doctors do not always reveal the seriousness of a patient's
j'disease for his own welfare and comfort.
16, Edwards, Jonathan, Sermons p. 162
i

j
Individuals are constantly trying to make adjustment to
!;their new conditions. "Doubts and nuestionings are likewise the
jresults of the attempt to souare this acnuired nucleus of a self
I
jwith a world outside, to assimilate and select that which is
ibest adapted to its peculiar needs.
j
Above all this, however, patients doubt because they lack
t
jfalth. "And faith - « positive faith, is a real rest and joy
and fortification to the soul. Without it, it is in unrest and
|anxiety, in distress and want."18 Their soul has never found
!
|this inner satisfaction of the presence of God, and when trouble
I
ijoomes they are found wanting. So much so is this true that
ij
jjBome of them deny God the attribute oi goodness. As Job brooded
I!
jjover his own afflictions, how many tim^-s he wondered at the good-l
Ij
ijness of God, even to the extent of positively asserting hie
wrath; Chapter 7:17-18.
Others have never actually practiced the presence of God.
80 that they know through their own experience that He is real.
jjWhen they ar^|but to test, they deny His very existence.
When a young Swedish boy was operated ut)on for brain tumor
and the doctors discovered that it was inoperable, this was the
father's reaction: "There is no God. There could not be if
ji
'ithis is true. I have been a fool to believe there was."^^
17. Starbuck, E.D. , The Psychology of Religion p. 398.
ilB. Baring-Gould, The Mystery of Great Suffering
. ,
p. 84.
i
'19. Cabot and Dicks, 0£. cit . . p. 76.

ilDoubt causes people to lose faith in humanity and faith in
i,
|]God. Herp we see the case of a man who has lost faith in God.
Because of sutferinfiz:, individuals who are confronted with this
li
'sort of a catastroDhe often have a similar experience. They can-
!l
'jDOt reconcile suffering and calamity with the idea of a just
ii
||God, and lose faith altogether. They r\o not see God in his
;i
'wholeness, but judge Him according to their immediate experience,
i
' Spction 5
Besides suffering from fear and doubt, persons also suffer
from grief. Perhaps the most difficult to bear of all pain is
the pain of grief. Grief is the pain that comes over one after
the loss of one that has been very dear.
Grief can only come where there has been love. The greater
ones capacity for love, the more one suffers grief. After a
close attachment of the heartJ^wo people we have a bond formed
which, when severed, leaves the sharpest of pangs. "So it is
one of the bitterest moments of life when the first rupture is
made of the ties which bind us to other lives. "^^
There are but two conditions that C8.use grief. One is
love, the other loss forever, and it is when these two are uni-
li
I!
ijted in the same person that man faces his greatest pain. We
ii
jjcan only imagine how Job must have felt when all his children
jjwere destroyed at once. Chapter 1:19.
!i
There is no replacement for the loved one, thus the pain
B1^2]?^j_ Ot). cit . p. 115.

I-
I
jof grief is e. lingering one. One of my patients lost her hus-
band two years ago but still feels the pangs of his loss. She
is still feeling the emptiness left by the ir^oval of his pres-
ence from her. The loss of a loved one is one of the greatest
of sufferings of persons.
i
j
We can get no better picture of what haooens in the mind
I
of an individual when a loved one is lost than that given by
St. Augustine.
I
After the death of a friend he says;*^'-*-
This sorrow fell like darkness upon my heart, and wherev^^r
I looked, I saw nothing but death. My country became a torture,
jmy father's house a misery. All the pleasures that I had
'shared with hirc turned into hideous anguish now that he was gone.
My eyes sought for him everywhere and found him not. I hated
l|the familiar scenes, because he was not there and they could no
jmore cry to me, "LoJ he will come," as they used when he was
iabsent but alive.
;/Jt the death of his mother
What then was that aching pain in my heart? What but the
.bleeding wound, caused by the sudden tearing away of that sreet
i!and precious intercourse.
1
And so because I was bereft of that precious solace, my
isoul was wounded and my life was rent in twain, for her life and
imine had been but one.
I
!
VaTious kinds of suffering are brought on by loss and af-
I
1
jifliction, varying with the individual. These sufferings of the
I
Ijinner man are Loneliness, Bitterness, Fear, Doubt, and Grief,
'jLoneliness is felt when one finds the absence of intimate and
21. Augustine., Confe ssions.
. p. 123.
22, Ibid.
,
p. 326ff
.
1
I
I

friendly understanding. An attitude of hatred townxd others,
I
toward oneself, and toward God constitutes the feeling of bitter
ness. A lack of confidence in Grod and hie children character-
izes the pain of fear. Thnt pain is also felt in the form of
doubt when one lacks the certainty of the presence of GrOd; and
finally, in the last analysis, the loss of a loved one brings
the pain of grief, one of the great sufferings of humanity.
Thus we see the types of suffering to which the book of Job
makes its contributions.

CHAPTER II
I
j
THE BUOK Oif' JOB
I
In our study of the Contributions of The Book of Job to
;
I
Persons 3ulfering, we come now to our second problem, a study
j
of the boolc itself. In order that we may set the clearest I
possible conception of its contributions to persons suffering, i
it will be taken uo under these following headings ,respectivelyd
(1) Its date and purpose, (2) The outline of the book, (3) The
eTolution of Job's suffering, (4) The ministry of Job's friends!
direct
to him, and finally, (5) Thenninistry of God.
I
Section 1
j
i
The date and purpose of the book ^o hand in hand. We can-
1
I
j
not separate the thought from its age, and we can best deter-
j
I
mine the age by tracing its thought development. 1
Opinions among scholars are divided as to whether the book
j
was written during the last period of pre-exilic, exilic, or
post-exilic times. Even those who hold to the post-exilic date
i
vary from the fifth to the second century B.C. as the date of '
the Book of Job. \
When we consider the problem and purpose, the development
|
of religious thought, we come to definite light on the subject?-
I
!
j
1. Buttenweiser , M, , The Book of Job, p. 71. I

How the suffering of the righteoue in to be reconciled with the'
idea of a just God presupooses individual retribution. This
teaching is the direct outcome of literary prophecy. In the
prophets we find a distinct emphasis upon the absolute justice
of Grod and the necessity for right living in man. Jeremiah em-
phasized clearly the idea of individual retribution. Every man
that sins shall die and "he that eateth sour grapes his teeth
shall be set on edge, " says Jeremiah, (Chapter 31:30.)
Prior to this time, the book could not well have been
written, as before this each man's destiny was viewed as bound
up with that of the race. Before this the book could not have
been written as the problem of its ciiief concern was not in
existence. Thus the Book of Job was yrritten after Jeremiah.
The book must also have been written before a belief in
the hereafter, because Job's problem no longer existed when the
belief became generally accepted. 2 Later Judaism pointed out
that man's life on earth is prepaxatory to life everlasting.
The true rewards and punishments are meted out in the world to
come. If there were such a thing as life after death, says Jofe,
he would bear his lot with patience. (Chapter 14:14)
We are not certain of the exact time of the origin of this
faith, but it was a part of the faith at the time of the Macca-
\
bees. Thus it was written before 200 B.C.
As we have above noticed, the idea of individual retribu-
2. Ibid.
, P.72.

tion was well embedded in the belief of the time. People's past]
lives were judged by the amount of calamity that befell them.
Sudden adversity wag always a sure proof of guilt. "It was
against this view of individual retribution, and to arouse pity
•t
for human suffering, that the book was written."*'
Jeremiah's views had taken hold upon the minds of the
i
people, but he did not carry it to the extreme view that
j
suffering is the result of sin. The secret of the problem of
j
suffering for him was that he recognized that the righteous may
j
suffer innocently. Chapter 16:10-11,
It was Ezekiel who took up the line of thought that had
i
I
its final develooment in the Book of Job. He says that there is!
j
no suffering without sin. Reward and punishment follow directly;!
il
on the heels of righteous and unrighteous living, respectively,
j
Chapter 18:20-21. , !
It was with the Law of Holiness and the Priestly Code that 1
I
I
the individualistic point of view came into prominence.
Ezekiel 's view of individual retribution did not take root in
the minds of the people during the exile. Deutero-Isaiah
pictures for us the spiritual blindness of the time,
Chapter 42:18-25,
This view of Ezekiel did not even take root during the
first three decades of post-exilic times. Zechariah, writing
!
!
520-518 B.C. shows us that people still viewed the ancient
\
3. Ibid.
, p. 73.

guilt for which the nation suffered as militating against them
with Yahweh. Zechariah, Chapter 1:B,^
In Job, however, the idea of individual retribution had
been long accepted and was part of the tradition from gener-
ation to generation. Thus a century must have elapsed between
the time of ZecheTiah and our writer.
Thus we get 400 B.C. as the date of the Book of Job.
Not only does the book deny a belief in the hereafter in
Chapter 14:14, but also in Chapter 14:10-12 and Chapter 7:9-10.
The friends do not make any reference to it either. Thus it
was not a part of the popular belief of the time. This belief
was established at the time of the aoocalypse, Isaiah 24-27,
and then had a place in Jewish religious thought. This view
cannot have found entrance until the time of Ezra and Nehemiah,
From 430 B.C. up to the time of the conclusion of Nehemiah'
s
and Ezra's activity we are informed by Haggai, Zechariah,
Malachi, The Priestly Code, Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah.
^
We are then very scantily informed on the religious devel-
|
ooment of the following two centuries during the reign of Arta-
;
Xerxes II, Mnemon^ 404-350 B.C.^and Artaxerxes III , Ochus^ 350-336
B.C. , and of a century and a half of the Hellenistic period.
I
We know little of the development of eschatology and the i
resurrection except that they must have had an outside origin. !
4. Ibid
. , p. 75.
5. Ibid., p. 77.

At the time these views reach us, they are blended with a
prophetic hope of a better world to come. I
Though produced in a period of literary decadence, the j
i
apocalypse is written in idiomatic, faultless Hebrew. In the
age of the Maccabees, people no longer knew how to write
I
Hebrew properly as it was no longer being spoken. It was
j
i
either written in 342-340 B.C. when Artaxerxes Ochus put down
j
the revolt of foreign nations and led many Jews as captives to j
Hyrcania or during the last decades of the fourth century when,
after the battle of Gaza 312 B.C., Jerusalem was captured and )
many were deported to Egypt. Since the belief in the Hereafter
had an established place in Jewish thought in the second half
|
of the fourth century, we get about 400 B.C. as the date of the
jj
incipient stage of the belief.
|
Another clue to the 400 B.C. date is found in Chapter 15:1^
i
where Eliohaz imiolies that the foreigners living in the country
|
are resoonsible for Job's neresy. There are many of them at '
i
this time. The record shows that the Jews suffered oppression
j
from the Persian kings. The neighbors, coming from surrounding
|
countries, built altars and temples, and when the Jews de-
|
I
stroyed them, they were punished by the Persian satraps. !
I
Its literary character is another proof that Job cannot i
i
well have been written later than the fourth century. Its qual-i
ity shows that it must have been written when Hebrew literature I
was at its best, and when its conouest by the Aramaic had not
yet begun. The close of the fourth century marks the encroach-

aent of Aramaic upon the Hebrew which rcRulted in the dying out
of the Hebrew language. Those who say that Job was written
|
around 300 B.C. have neglected to consider this important factor;,
i
By 190 and 165 B.C., Hebrew had ceased to be the language of the'
people and Aramaic had taken its place.
i
i
The Book of Malachi, dating from about 400 B.C., proves
|
i
that the main problem of Job, God's dealing with the righteous
|
and punishment of the wicked, was at this period an acute one.^
|
Thus we must place the date of the book at 400 B.C. !
The Book of Job deals with a great problem of human life:
|
namely, why do the rignteous suffer?*^ The principal aim of the
|
book is to controvert the theory, dominant at the time of its
{
writing, that suffering is a sign of divine displeasure, and |
i
presupooses sin on the part of the sufferer. Thus the main aim
j
I
is a negative one. This teaching also includes the idea that
j
God's retributive justice is not the only principle by which
men are governed.
Positively speaking, the book teaches as follow8i°
1, That suffering may befall the righteous not as a chastise-
ment of their sinsybut as a trial of their righteousness
|
I
and a test of its sincerity, and that as such they have a
|
6. Barton, G.A.
,
Commentary on the Book of jJob, p. 42.
7. Driver, S.R.
, T.^ PpoJs Ql ilfife, P. vii.
8. Ibid
. ,
p.ix.
i
i
I
I
tendency to confirm and establish character, especially arei
such views expressed by Eliphaz and Elihu.
j
2. The danger of conceiving too narrowly of Ood and His
Providence by looking upon him solely as a dispenser of
\
rewards and punishments. The friends chsxge Job unjustly |
i
with great sin, and Job, conscious of his innocence, ira-
i
I
putes injustice to God and is tempted to cast off his fear '
i
of ^im altogether.
\
3. Inasmuch as Job, in spite of his combined physical and
mental suffering, does not succumb to this temptation, It !
I
teaches, in opposition to the insinuations of Satan, that
j
man is capable of real and disinterested goodness and can I
love Grod for His own sake.
I
4. The true solution of moral perplexities is to be found in a
fuller and larger conception of God as the author of a vast
!
and infinitely complex system of nature. Thus it is un-
reasonable for the individual to conceive of himself as
i
isolated from the care of providence or to infer that his '
i
sufferings have no place in God's purposes. Until we can 1
I
understand the universe, we have no right to criticize.^ i
i
5. It also helps the author's contemporaries, who seem to have
j
been in conditions of national depression, to understand !
the situation in which they were placea*-to hope for a
favorable issue. In other words, "Job is a type of suf-
9. Driver, S.R. , Loc. cit .

fering, Oodly Israelite. »• 10
Thus tne book has a national scope as well. The author
considered his new truth regarding the meaning of affliction as
of national interest, to uphold the heart of his people.
Out of Job's struggle, Israel may see itself, ta.ke
courage, and forecast its own history. The book thus is not
only a direct teaching, but a history, a moral struggle of
deep and inexplicable affliction. The author hopes that his
struggle will not only be a help to suffering Israel during her
exile, but will give hope to all peoples and nations aR well.
It is in these teachings that we have seen the true purpose of
the book revealed. That God deals with us not according to
our sinSy but according to his great and wonderful care is a
great comfort to all sufferers.
Section 2
Outline of the Book of Job
1. Chapters 1 and 2 The Prologue
Chapters 3 to 31 The Dialogue between Job and
His Friends
3. Chapters 32 to 37 The Speech of Elihu
4. Chapters 38 to 41 The Speeches of Jehovah
10. Davidson, A.B., The Book of Job
^
p. xxix.
11. Lofthouse, W.F., ( A. B.C. ) . Job, p. 489-507.

5. Chaoter 4^:1-6 Job's Submission
|j
I
(Separated from above
|
section)
!
6. Chapter 42:7-16 The Epilogue
Section 3
j
I
I
In tracing the ev^lu 'tion of Job's suffering, we begin
|
with a prosperous man who is first shorn of his property, then
|
of his children, and finally of his health. In this state of !
1
affairs he is ministered to by three friends, during which time
j
I
Job's attitude toward them, toward himself, and toward God
|
changes. After going through these stages of suffering, we see
j
Job finally ending up in submission after the speecn of Jehovah.
|
Job was an innocent and righteous man, a man blameless and !
i
upright, fearing God and shunning evil. He had a large fajnily
born to xiim
,
seven sons and three daughters. He also owned a
|
i
I
great many animg,ls and servants and was extremely wealth)^
|
Chapter 1:1-5.
j
I
But one misfortune after another struck like lightning un-
j
til his property was all destroyed. Finally his sons and
daughters were killed. Thus Job is left completely barren with i
the exception of his wife and the four servants who brought him
\
the message of the destruction, Chapter 1:13-19.
|
i
This wounded Job to his very heart and he showed great i
signs of mourning. 12 g^t he shouldered it with a noble atti-
i
—————————
I
i|
12. McFadyen, J.E. , The Problem of Pain
^
p. 20.

1jl
1
j
i
23.
1
1
tude: "Jehovah hath given and Jehovan hath taken away; the
name of Jehovah forever be blessed." Chaoter 1:21 b. Calamity j
could not rob Job of his God. He not only is resigned about it
]
all but praises God for it. This is doubly great when we con-
j
eider that Job was trained in the Deuteronomic school which |
taught that piety and prosperity were directly connected. He
j
is left alone without a child to comfort him or a theory to
reconcile his misery. But he can bear the loneliness, because
!
1
he is alone with God. !
A second time Job is stricken. This time it falls upon ;
i
Job himself. He is afflicted with leprosy from head to foot, I
i
Chapter 2:7.
i
Then, to make matters worse, his wife apoears to him in
j
this condition and gives her advice: "Curse God and die,"
j
but Job, still holding his great faith, ma.kes this retort: "We
I
accept from God what is good, shall we not accept what is evil?"!
He and she were not to be divided in misery. He recognizes God
as moving behind all of life's exoeriences and does not turn
against Him, Chapter 2:9-10.
Three friends of Job, Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar , come
now to visit Job in his misery but are so shocked by his con-
dition that they remain by him silent for seven days. Chap-
ter 2:11-13.
Finally, after the intolerable anguish of his pain and the
lack of comfort from his friends, he broke out and cursed the
day on which he was born. According to the religious teaching
1
1
i
i'
i
i
'
!
1
V
t
J

on which he was brought up, he had a right to expect some vin-
ildication of his innocence from God. He now began to realize
II
I
I
that the world could only construe his condition as guilt. His
'
Boul and body both were in pain. Out of hie own sorrow he
i
looked out upon a great brotherhood of sufferers who longed for
death which refused to come. Job now asked, "Why?" If human
life is foredoomed to such sorrow, why should it ever have been
at all? Chapter 3. Job longed for death.
In this ouestion we see the beginnings of Job 's sense of
alienation. In this furious ouestion we hear a faint rumbling
|!of Job's later challenge of God.-^^ His attitude is turning in
i! that direction.
I Eliphaz then came to Job with his explanation and revel-
|ation, Chapter-5^4 and 5. Job concedes to the irritation which
; Eliphaz had charged him with, but says it is due to his misery.
j!Job now directly charges God with punishing him, Chapter 6:4.
j "For the arrows of the Almighty are within me, The poison
whereof my spirit drinketh up: The terrors of God do set them-
selves in array against me." Here is Job's basic problem, it
liis not so much the fact that he is being tortured that hurts
jjob, but it is the fact that God has caused it. His one great
friend has now become his foe.
His sense of alienation is increasing, and it is increased
13. Ibid
. , p. 39.

still more by Eliphaz' counsel. Eliphaz had pointed him to the
possibility of secure and hapnv days yet in store, but this is
not for him; it is death that he wants, not life. That will be
his joy, and it cannot come too soon. He now turns to the
friends who have failed him in his deepest need and expresses
his di saooointraent in them, Chapter b: 14-21. This shows Job's
hunger for friendship, especially now that God has wounded him.
But soon Job swings back again to his own misery and com-
plains of the 8^o^tness of life. Chapter 7:6-7. When death
comes, he will see his friends no more, and worst of all, he
will be lost from his exent Friend forever. God, after having
taken nim, will begin to think of him and look for him again.
He, Job, develops a double idea of God, the God who has treated
him so cruelly and the God liho loves him and will search for
him when he is gone. Chapter 7:8. "The eye of him that seeth
me shall behold me no more; Thine eyes shall be upon me, but I
shall not be.
"
After death there will be no meeting of friends and of
God; death is the end. Thus he will soeak his mind to God be-
fore he goes, and he does so in bitter anguish. He is annoyed
by the fact that God is ever watching him, and besides this,
his sleep is filled with bothersome visions and dreams. Oh,
that he might dlel Chapter 7:13-16. All this time his sense
of estrangement is growing. Job recognizes that he has sinned
somewhat, but he nop; asks: where is forgiveness, the true sign
of God's goodness? Here he returns to his former idea of God
II
I
I
J
Ias his friend who loves him so dearly that he will seek him wheij
he is Rone. Chapter 7:20-21.
If I have sinned, what do I unto the^, 0 thou-
watcher of men?
Why hast thou set me as a mark for thee,
So that I am a burden to myself? !
And wny dost thou not pardon my transgression, and
|
take away mine iniquity?
|
For now shall I lie down in the dust;
\
And thou wilt seek me dilie:ently, but I shall not be.
[
At this point, Bildad enters the scene, ministering to
him witn an appeal to tradition. Job now charges God with |
immoral omnipotence and wonders how a man can have a chance be-
j
fore such a great and terrible one. He now sees God as a ty- j
i
rant who is not interested in justice but is seeking him out i
I
as a reprobate. He is determined to defend his righteousness :
in spite of this and, driven by pain, he says there is no i
i
moral order or justice in the universe, it is all confusion^ i
I
Chapter f .: 21-24. |
Job withdraws from his world view and turns to his own
|
j
pain in a lament on the suddenness of his passing days. He has i
many sorrows, but the worst is that God ignores his innocence
j
i
1
and is determined to crush him, Chapter 9:29-31.
I
Here we see swift mood shifts, for he savs that life is
sweet all the same, but t/t* end comes too quickly. Then bfeick
comes his great faith in God, in which he says there must be I
someone who will come between him and his Tormentor. It is a
|
j
great contest for Job, but he will face it if the pain of the
\
leprosy and the terror of those visions will be taken from
I

him. He deaande to be shown why he is thus being contended
with. Surely God would not crush a man whom he knows to be in-
nocent .
Then comes the brilliant flash that no pain could crush,
the idea of the great resoonsibility of Cxod, Chapter 10:8-13.
Every man was once a thought in the mind of Ood.
Is it possible that God made man only to destroy and tor-
ture him? But to this noble thought. Job gives a turn of
bitterness when ne answers our ouestion in the all irmative.
Man was made wonderfully to be treated with wonderful cruelty.
Job's great love for God is what makes it so hard for him
to realize that his friend would treat him so cruelly. But
Job again repeats the charge that God is determined to crush
him whether he is innocent or guilty. He again reverts to his
old question: if it is for misery like this that God has des-
tined him, why was he ever created? He now asks for an ease
of his pain during the few short remaining days before he
enters the dsjk land from which he shall never return. There
is nothing beyond the end, but Job only wishes there were,
Chapter 10:18-22.
With Zophar's speech at this time, we have a conclusion
of the first speeches by each of the friends and Job expresses
his utter disgust. These ministerings have been the most
trivial commonplaces. He now comes to the conclusion that
14. Ibid.
,
p. 72-73
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1
i
successful men are those who disregard the rights of other men
and the laws of God. He is tastinpr the truth for himself, the
test of a true thinker. He claims the right to challenge and
to come to his own conclusions. He looks out uuon history and
sees a great, deve stating omnipotence which overturns all. He
has looked at the facts as they are and now he turns scornfully
to the friends who have sought to besmear them with falsehoods.
1
Believing in the hopelessness of his friends, Job now turns to
God who, he believes, alone can help. Here his bitterness is
passing and his deeper faith comes to the foreground. He wants
to meet God face to face and to vindicate his moral character.
This is his greatest wish, Chapter 13:13-19.
Then came his old feeling of impotence, and he wonders how
he can face God in his condition with all his sufferings and
disturbances. How can he face the terrible God in that con-
dition? He first asks that these afflictions be removed, then
he is ready to hear any of God's charges. This boldness is
backed up by a great faith in God's care and friendship.
No answer comes, and Job is driven back into his mood of
pain. Job dares not deny that he shares in the common sinful-
ness of man, but he cannot believe that God would so dreadfully
penalize him for that, vet he cannot otherwise account for His
hostility. Chapter 13:24-27,
Job now turns from the sorrow of his own. life to a view
15. Ibid., p. 90.
:

of the pathos of all human life. The fact that all people are
made so frail should be a reason for God to deal with them with
forgiveness. He hopes that at the end of his day, he may be
able to spend the evening in peace before the eternal night
comes. Job is much attracted by the thought of the beyond,
Chapter 14:7-9. Then Job conceives the idea that perhaps, if
he goes to the beyond, God's anger will soon be spent and He,
his faithful friend, will call him back again. Job's soul is
struggling toward a belief in immortality, Chapter 14:13-15.
Oh that thou wouldest hide me in Sheol,
That thou wouldest keep me secret, until thy
wrath be past,
That thou wouldest appoint me a set time, and
remember me!
If a man die, shall he live again?
All the davs of my warfare would I wait.
Till my release should come.
Thou wouldest call, and I would answer thee:
Here we see that it was the fertility of his mind that brought
him comfort.
But now comes a feeling that God is holding every sin
against him as justification for the penalty he is under; and
there can be no hope now in a world of death.
Eliphaz now comes to Job with an appeal to the unadulter-
ated doctrine of the past. This has hurt Job because Eliphaz
has not sympathetically entered into his cause.
His friends have hurt his soul and deepened his sense of
loneliness, Chapter 16:2. God is his only refuge.
But God is behind all his diseases. Job feels that He is
personally hostile toward him. This is made all the more pain-
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I
ful by the fact that Job hajd been happy before the disease
C€une and that he had led a blameless life. Now he is being
cruelly hurried to the grave by the God whom he had served.
His reputation is unvindicated.
I
But Job now realizes that he can cry to the just God in
heaven, for the universe is on the side of justice. He is sure
of God's goodness and support.
He sees his heavenly Friend, and he contemplates his
going down to the grave with the firm conviction that his
character will be vindicated, which means more to him than
health or life, Chapter 16:18-21. Job has now transcended his
sorrowful mood and has had the courage to carry the thought of
God's friendship into the world to come. He has the assurance
of a just future.
But Job is again faced with a double God, the Good God
upon whom he trusts, and the God of Wrath who punishes him. He
now prays for assurance of victory in the day of trial v^hich
is coming, Chapter 17:3. Here wp see Job lonely, forsaken by
God and bruised by the platitudes of his friends, yet beneath
it all is a great confidence in a just God.
The tale of his sorrow has spread, and he has become a
marked man, tormented because of sin. He becomes lonely and
hopeless. There is no chance for a man whom both God and man
have deserted. He is doomed to the grave.
16. Ibid., p. 110.

Job is now pushed into a new complication of emotions by
the insinuations of Bildad's second speech. Job feels that
the root of tne matter lies with God, Chapter 19:6. Not only
has his prosperity left him, but more important, his reputation
for ricrhteousness
,
Chapter 19:10-1?. He feels himself assaulted
by the terrible hosts of God. To his sensitive nature, the loss
of God's friendship was great, but his loss of friendship was
also a great burden. Those whom he had loved and served now
I
mocked and shunned him.
|
Job now turns to the friends he ha^ condemned for refuge
from God, Chapter 19:21. "Have pity upon me, have pity upon
me, 0 ye my friends; For the hand of God hath touched me."
They offer him no comfort so he appeals to posterity by leaving
a written record. Perhaps they will understand. This he soon
discovers as inadequate, and he returns to the great God whom
he cannot let go,
*I know that there liveth a champion." This is a confi-
dence expressed with great conviction. Here in the next world,
Job will have the great opoortunity of meeting his Vindicator
face to face, Chapter 19:25-27.
Job soon falls back into the mood of challenge. The lash
of his friends and the strain of world sorrow is too much for
him.
Zoohar has just spoken a second time giving Job warning.
Job, in the interest of truth, challenges his friends on the

Idea of a mathpmatically just retribution. ^'7 He begs of them to
listen to his indictment of the existing order. The worst thing
for Job to fear is the fact that God is back of the government
of that order. His contention is not with God, it is with the
retributive theory of his friends. He ooints to an order of
facts which they have ignored, Chapter 21:7-16, Job grows bit-
ter; they cannot be ignored, his own experience contradicts that.
He is just and upright, yet he suffers. The friends have lied.
Job's conclusion now is that not only is there no moral
order, but there is no order at all. Job pessimistically sees
indifference in all tnings.
In returning to his challenge of the friends, our hero has
taken their general insinuations as being directed at him. This
is due to their inexperience of the world; they have not en-
tered sympathetically into Job's position.
Job is ever open minded; he is ready for progress, seeking
the truth. He wants explanations which cover all the facts,
not only part of them, Chapter 21:29-33. Thus he is always
growing. He has moved from one stage to another, ever upward.
Eliphaz now comes forward with basAess charges to which
Job again replies. He is made to feel very bitter by them, so
more than ever he feels the need of God and of meeting with him.
He longs for the sight of God that he might set his case before
that just and sympathetic mind. He has great confidence in God.
32.
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He will listen to Him if only He can be found, but where can
Job find Him? Charter 23:3. He is ready to plead his case or
to answer God's questions if only he can find Him. He is sure
of his own justice and of God's; it will be the meeting of two
friends.
But God does not appesj, so Job returns to his old idea of
a capricious God. He shudders as he looks about him, Chap-
ter 21:6; condemning God for his non-judgment. He points out
the injustice that runs through life, Chapter 24:2-4. The
unjust live peacefully. God does not exercise a righteous ruli^
Thus Job challenged God.
Bildad now comes forward with a declaration of God's wis-
dom and power. This is followed by a clash between Zoohar and
Job. Job, apparently unaffected by the others, goes on to the
only thing that concerns him, his own innocence. With an oath
he asserts that the charge he has brought against the God who
brings doom is the absolute truth, Chapter 27:2-4.
As God liveth, who hath taken away my right.
And the Almighty, who hath vexed my soul
(For my life is yet whole in me,
And the spirit of God is in my nostrils)
;
Surely ray lips shall not speak unrighteousness,
Neither shall my tongue utter deceit.
He will testify this before God himself. He will never abandon
the testimony of his own conscience, Chapter 27:5-6. Robbed
of everything else, nothing can take this from him. Once again
18, Davidson, A.B. , Book of Job , p. 202.

Job feels the injustice which has been handed to him, and this
drives him to the incomprehensible God who dooms the innocent
to disaster. The friends are helpless to meet this challenge,
and when they leave the scene, there is nothing before Job but
the terrible God, Chapter 27:11, 13-23.
Job, left by both man and God (so he thinks), spends hie
time in reviewing the past joy of God and his oresent misery.
He talks to himself.
To lose the touch and the sound of God was the greatest
loss to Job. The conception of his God now changes; before,
he had watched over him, now he watches him like a dreadful
monster. Not only does he long for that former presence of
God, but also for his children, Chapter 29:4-6, the two dear-
est things to Job. He also feels the loss of his reputation
and of his opportunity for service. This was quite a sting,
since he had been a man of great reputation and service.
Job sees a great contrast between the "then" and the
miserable now. Instead of long and happy days, he is going to
an early grave in physical, mental, and spiritual pain. Man
has deserted him, God has become hostile toward him.
Then comes back the thought of Job's physical discomfort
for which God is responsible. Chapter 30:16-18. He reproaches
Him for the cruelty of his silence which he broke only with
scourges. He is riding to death on the wings of the storm,
tortured to the end.
Our hero does not long dwell upon his grief, but rises to

the level of a defense of hie innocence. He has practiced the
presence of God. His faith has been that God was personally-
interested in nis deeds, rewarding the just and punishing the
evil, Chapter 31:1-4.
I made a covenant with mine eyes;
How then should I look upon a virgin?
For what is the portion from God above,
And the heritage from the Almighty on high?
Is it not calamity to the unrighteous,
And disaster to the workers of iniquity?
Doth not he see my ways,
And number all my pteps?
Here we have Job reverting to his earliest faith. He proceeds
to verify his purity of heart, being free from covetousness
and falsehood. Job also claims for himself stainless purity
in his relation to women. Job carries out his idea of the
brotherhood of man in regard to man and servant. All men are
brothers, because they were made by one creator, Chapter 31:13,
15, The fatherhood of God is the basis of Job's conduct and
social butlook. He treats other men with the kindness he him-
self looked for. The God he worships is a God of justice to
whom the interests of the helpless are of great concern. Job
feels himself a debtor to all whom he can help because he owes
a heavy debt to God. Chapter 31:14, 16-20.
He was also free from the love of money, seeing it only
as a means of service. God Himself had the only claim on Job's
loyalty, no other creature took his place.
19. 0£^ £ii • > p. 200.

Idolatry had no place in his code, Chapter 31:24-25. Be-
sides hifl generosity and consideration for strjihgers and ser-
vants, he also had great consideration for the land, treating
it as the Lord's property. He had a stainless life. He had
nothing to conceal, nor did he try to conceal anything.
Job now makes his last appeal to God. If only He would
appear, Job would face Him with great joy, either to hear His
answer to Job's insistence upon his innocence or to hear His
justification for Job's awful suffering. Gr{3d is his adversary,
but Job is not afraid; he is conscious o;f moral rectitude and
of the justice of God. Job, the suffering body but great
spirit, courageously meets the great God of the universe face
to face. Chapter 31:35-37.
Oh that I had one to hear mel
(Lo, here is my signature, let the Almighty answer me)
And that I had the indictment which mine adversary
hath written.'
Surely I would carry it upon my shoulder;
I would bind it unto me as a crown:
I would declare unto him the number of my steps;
As a prince would I go near unto him.
i
Job, not yet having received the waited for reply from
Jehovah, makes his penitent response. He is transfigured by the
presence of the great God of Grace. He feels how weak his
criticism has been, and never again will he do it. Chap-
ter 40:3-5. His doubts have been absorbed by the great cer-
tainties of God and his love. His experience of God has set
his passion at rest and given him peace. He now sees his life
included in a great, kindly purpose, the glory of which trejis-

forms his sufferings. He had seen his own goodness, how he sees
i
'that God is good. The combination of the two and, especially,
the triumph of the latter bring him peace. He now knows that
God is good, and he is sure that he is caring for him. He has
tasted and found God to be good. In his furious criticism, he
did not know all the facts; he had been somewhat of a tradition-
alist; now he has searched scientifically and he has found God
in his goodness, Chapter 48:2-6.
In the last analysis, we see Job standing out as a re-
ligious and intellectual hero. By following in the right and
exercising private judgment, he has won the favor of God as
His servant. He is privileged to be an intercessor whom the
Lord will hear, praying for his friends. The climax of the
great struggle through which suffering Job has passed may be
based in this statement, "Jehovah had regard unto Job." After
passing through all the physical and mental torture and their
accompetnying attitudes, Job's soul has gradually grown closer
to God until in the end he stands in His presence and wins
Divine favor.
Section 4
Three friends have come to minister to suffering Job, each
one representing in a different way the orthodoxy of the time.
These tnree friends, in tne order of speaking, are Eliphaz,
Bildad, and Zophar.
Eliphaz opens by wondering that Job, who had comforted so
I
38,
manv others who are in trouble and who was righteous, should be
overcome by such despair with his own afflictions.^^ He has
apparently forgotten the principle that the godly never perish
under affliction. Calamity destroys only the wicked; the af-
fliction of the righteous is meant to have a very different
issue.
Eliphaz proceeds with more sincerity. He must warn Job
against his complaints against Heaven. No man can be right in
complaining against God. It is only the unrighteous who re-
sent Ood's dealing with them. Their impotence in time of trial
brings down God's anger uoon them even to destruction.
Instead of complaining under his affliction, Job should
change his ways. Eliphaz himself says he would seek G-od, who
saves the innocent and destroys the ways of the evil, Chap-
ter 5:8-lb. God afflicts peoole only that he may the more heal
them. A man should really consider himself happy if God cor-
rects him, for his correction is destined to stir him out of
his evil rut and lead him to a broader, clearer, and more
blessed life which will be culminated by a ripe and peaceful
conclusion.
Eliohaz continues his ministry by a reproof of Job. 21
First of all. Job has made empty and unprofitable speeches
irhich axe out of harmony with reverence and religious feeling,
20, -^Ox^^ cit.
, p. 4i7^cFadyen^
81. Gibson, E.C.S., The Book of Job
, p. 75.

iare prompted by Job's impiety, and are themselves a fine proof
of Job's guilt. Job is also arrogant, he seems to have as-
sumed that he was endowed with superior wisdom and that he is
in a position to win special favor over others in a knowledge
of God. Thus he had considered himself above the consolations
which Ood had provided for him. To add to this, Job has a
great lack of restraint. Eliphaz further teaches, as before,
that it is impossible for a man to be righteous before God,
Chapter 15: 1-lb.
In an appeal for Job's attention, he claims for his doc-
trine that it rests uoon true tradition t hat has come down to
him. He says a bad conscience involves a man in misery and
terror if he is haunted by presentiments and the dread of coming!
i
calamities. The terrors that haunt Job's imagination are due
j
to his arrogant oooosition to God and his crude satisfaction I
j
by gaining for himself through the ruins of someone else's
j
prosperity. Eliphaz then pictures the fate which is due for I
Job, prophesying for Job himself poverty^ for his family and-
]
!
ruin and a complete and sudden extinction^ Chapter 15:17-37,
j
In his final ministry, Eliphaz asks whether God has any-
|
thing to gain from Job or whether his righteousness would bring
[
God any profit, ChaiDter 22: 2-3, He cannot be inflicting him
|
with suffering on his own account as if for advantage. It is
|
foolish to think that he is punishing him because of his piety,
j
j
I
22. Ibid
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The only logical conclusion left is that it is as a punishment
for great sins on Job's part.
EliDhaz enumerates the sins of which Job must have been
guilty, Chapter PS:b-ll. Without proof, he tells him that he
has oppressed the helpless, refused to h-ve consideration for
the starving, despised and mistreated the widow and the orphan,
and has claimed the whole land for himself. It is for these
sins that he is overtaken by terrors and calamities and buried
in darkness and affliction.
He asks Job if he thinks that since God dwells in the
high heavens he is too far removed to take account of the af-
fairs of men and that he cannot see through the clouds under
his feet. Let him not follow the example of the wicked men of
old who followed this idea and were destroyed. These men b8.de
good-bye to Grod altogether in spite of all the blessings he had
given them, Chapter 22:12-20.
Eliphaz finally exhorts Job to make his peace with Grod,
making a three-fold plea,^^ that he should receive God's
teaching, that he should turn to God and put away his evil, ajid
that he should set his heart on no earthly thing, Chap-
ter 22:21-23. If he will do this, God will be his richest
treasure, for all of Job's prayers will be answered, his pur-
pose will be established, and he will walk in God's favour. In
case he is momentarily downcasit, he will be raised up again,
23. Ibid., p. 123.

and his pious intercessions will work wonders for others, even
sinners.
After having? considered the ministry of Eliphaz, we turn
now to Bildad's message. He begins bv rebuking Job for his
violent words, and for daring to imagine that God can distort
justice, Chapter 8:2-3. If his children have sinned, they have
only received the due reward for their misdeeds. If only Job
himself would turn to God and prove himself pure and upright,
he would discover that God is ready to bless him abundantly,
Chapter 8; 5-7.
He now appeals to Job to consider the traditional wisdom
of former days. There he will find maxims that teach him that
as water plants perish Witnout water, so the wicked man perish-
eth when the favour of God is withdrawn. His confidence is
short lived. One day he may be apparently firmly rooted, but if
God destroys him, so completely is every part swept away that
even his place of former abode does not know him, Chapter 8:8-19.
Bildad points out that since God discriminates and does not
put away a perfect man or uphold an evil doer. Job may yet find
for himself a joyous future, and may see the discomfort of those
that hate him. Chapter 8:20-22.
Behold, God will not cast away a perfect man,
Neither will he uphold the evil-doers.
He will yet fill thy mouth with laughter.
And thy lips with shouting.
They that hate thee shall be clothed with shame;
And the test of the wicked shall be no more.

His next ministry, Bildad begins by asking Job how long
he will continue using such flimsy arguments and why he tree.ts !
the friends so contemptuously. He states the absurdity of a >
man who is bringing about self-destruction by passion to ex-
pect that on his account, God will interfere with the order
of nature. He here refers to Job's previous indictment of the
friends, Chapter 18:1-4.
Bildad shows that Ood's law is fixed by describing the
fate which overtakes the sinner. His light is put out and he
is trapped and snared by his own devices. Terror follows his
every footstep and the scourges of disease work upon him until
destruction. His home is made desolate, his feunily driven to
extinction. Everything, even his name, is forgotten about him
except the horror of his fate, Chapter 1?:5-21.
Bildad makes his last plea by asking Job to realize the
greatness of Ood and His absolute rule in the heavens. There
everything obeys His will and trembles before him. If He says
peace, bo it is. Multitudes wait at His bidding and His light
shines uoon all. In the sight of this greatness, what a pre-
sumption it is for frail man to think that he can win justi-
fication before Him. If even the heavenly bodies are unclean i
in His sight, how can man be clean? Chapter 25:1-6.
The third of Job's friends, Zophar, ministers to Job in
the least considerate manner of all. He begins by apologizing,
implying that Job's boasting and talk had forced him to speak.
Job had actually had the audacity to maintain his innocence, Chap.

ter 11:1-4.
Zophar wishes that Grod would take Job at his word and
appear and answer nira, then things would be different than Job
anticipated. Then the Divine wisdom would be revealed to Job,
|
and he would really see how mercifully Ood had dealt with him,
|
I
I
Chapter 11:5-6.
j
I
But oh that God would sDealc,
i
And open his lips against thee,
!
And that he would show thee the secrets of wisdom! i
For he is manifold in understanding. I
Know therefore that Grod exacteth of thee less than
|
thine iniouity deserveth. i
How absurd it is for Job to think that he can actually ;
find out GrOd and comprehend his great wisdom. The length, I
breadtn, depth, and height of it are siraplv unfathomable. No
one cajfv call God to account or withstand Him, because he knows
'
who is wicked, his eyes can see their iniouity. But, of course,'
i
a vain man could never understand thisi Chapter 11:7-1S. I
j
Zoohar exhorts Job to repent and put a,way his sin. Then
j
he will have no need to fear and can hold his face up inno-
|
cently. Then even the recollection of his sorrows will dis-
j
appear from his memory. His life will again be bright and
j
I
he will be able to sleep securely. But yet he must remember
the fate in store for the wicked, Chapter 11:13-20.
Job had declared his innocence and had expressed his de-
I
8ire to meet God face to face. It was at these two points that
|
I
!
7
Zophaj Had directed his first soeech.^S
I
Zoohar continues bv agreeing that he is aroused; his im-
patience and excitement have already indicated the answer he
wishes to make. The reproaches of Job to v/hich he has listened i
!1
were meant to make him ashamed, but his wisdom has already fur- ||
ij
nished his spirit with a reply to them. Chapter 80:1-3.
j
He now scornfully asks whether Job is not awaxe of the
|
i
old universal truth that the wicked's prosperity has only
i
I
momentary duration. He may be exalted to the heavens, but he
|
I
is in complete destruction and he passes av-ay as a dream, and
j
his place doesn't know him. His children are now at the mercy
j
ii
of others, and he must restore his ill-gotten wealth. Though
j|
he may seem vigorous and hearty, in all this he is brought i
down to the grave. Chapter 20:4-11.
I
After having thus described the fate of the wicked, Zoohar
now shows that it is due to his sin which has brought its own
|
punishment. A man may revel in his wickedness and take pride
i
over it, but sooner or later it turns to poison within him. !
j
He will have to vomit the wealth he has swallowed and what he
has consumed with greed will prove to be deadly poison. He
I
will not be able to enjoy prosperous and Dlentiful days; but will!
i
' have to part with what he has painfully gathered. This is all
j
j
due to the fact that he has been cruel to the poor and a rest- I
less and greedy tyrant. In the midst of plenty, he will come
!
I
I
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to poverty, and those tnat are in sorrow will turn upon him,
Chapter 20:12-22.
Zoohar continues by giving his patient a picture of God's
wrath and vengeance uoon the sinner. Just as the man is gor-
ging himself with his wealth gathered unfairly, the judgment
of GrOd subdues him. As he flees from this vengeance he is 1
1
struck down. The weapon pierces him through and needs to be
|
t
pialled out of the wound. Terror and darkness come upon him, :l^
and he and his are destroyed by a fire kindled by God.
Heaven and earth combine to speak against him, and when CrOd's
wrath comes, his prosperity is swept away as by flood. This is
how God judges the sinner, Chapter 30:23-29.
Zophar concludes his ministry by giving us a description
iof the fate of the sinner. First of all, he wishes that his
enemy might meet this fate. When God cuts him off, he is
1
hopeless. He may cry to God in trouble, but there is no
answer. He does not have the pleasure in God that he might
•
naturally turn to him. All this is the fate of the sinner. His
family may increase, but it will be destroyed by sword, famine,
1
I
1
or pestilence. He may gather great wealth, but better men than 1
1
he will enjoy it. His house is weak and will be easily de-
1
1
i
i
stroyed. One day he is wealthy, the next, dead and gone.
1
§>)
Terrors fall upon him, and the storm sweeps him away. As he
^) flees, God's wrath overtakes him, and men scoffingly drive him
|86. Jastrow, M. , The Book of Job, p. 224.
1
1

away from them.
Thus, the three friends, each in his own way, tried to
bring his contribution of comfort to Job. All of them tried to
impress him with the orthodox teaching of the time and believed
that the only hope for Job was to accept it and turn a^ay from
his sins. Herein lie their efforts to contribute to the suf-
fering of Job,
As we leave the friends of Job, there comes another who
tries his skill in ministering to Job. He is not a friend but
rather comes after in the hope that he can improve upon the
friends' ministry and also suppress Job's dissatisfactions.
To do tiiis, he emphasizes the justification of God.
Elihu has heard the profession of Job of his own innocence
as well as his complaints against the cruelty and injustice of
God, Chapter 33:8-11.
He feels it necessary to reprove Job for his unreasonable
complaint against God who is so great p.nd gives no explanation
of his treatment of men.
To the complaint of Job that God does not answer men,
Elihu says he does answer in ways that men disregard. In order
to wean man from sin and save him from Derishing, God communi-
cates and confirms his will to man. This is done through
dreams and visions. God also disciplines men through pain and
suffering in which man is brought near to daath. By means of
angels, God interprets the meaning of chastisement to man. He
shows him what is right and then redeems him from the grave so

that he is restored to health. His prayer is heard and he sees
God's face with joy^ Chapter 33:26. "He prayeth unto Ood, and
he is favorable unto him, So that he seeth his face with joy:
And he restoreth unto man his righteousness." He confesses
his past sins and tells how he has been redeemed, Chap-
ter 33:14-28.
Elihu says this is CrOd's method of disciplining men and
saving them from death. To this he begs Job to listen.
Once again Elihu recapitulates Job's charges against God
and the assertion of his own rectitude, emphasizing his greed
and scoffing, Chapter 34:5-9.
Elihu refutes Job's chaxges on the ground first of all
that they are inconsistent with the idea of God and his char-
acter as almighty . 2''' Since God is all- SDvereign , he has no
unjust motive. Since he sustains the world, we have practical
proof of his goodness and loving-kindness. Chapter 34:12.
"Yea, of a surety, God will not do wickedly, Neither will the
Almighty pervert justice." Thus it is both absurd and incon-
sistent with facts to suppose that the omniscient can do
wrong, Chapter 34:10-33.
Thus it is altogether out of place for man to complain
against God, no matter how he deals with men. A servant cannot
dictate to his master. Thus Elihu condemns Job for nis lack of
wisdom, Chapter 34:34-37.
27. Gibson, op. cit.
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Elihu again sums up Job's complaints. Chapter 35:1-3. He
answers them by saying that if one really considers the height
of heaven, he will realize that no amount of earthly sin can
affect one whose dwelling is so high, nor can man's goodness be
of any help to him. Man's conduct of any kinc|oan only affect
himself, Chapter 35:4-8.28
When men exe suffering, they cry to God. However, this is
not a real apueal to God, since he would have man prove his
superiority to the animal world. Thus, in the sight of God,
it is a vain cry. He first rebukes Job for expecting an answer
from God when in reality he does not answer because he is slow
to anger, Chapter 35:9-13.
The ministry of Elihu is continued by his pointing out the
great providence of God. God is all-powerful, Chapter 35:4-5.
For truly ray words are not false:
One that is perfect in knowledge is with thee.
Behold, God is mighty, and despiseth not any:
He is mighty in strength of understanding.
He never hates men but does them all justice. He punishes the
wicked and exalts the righteous. If he does permit suffering,
it is to show people where they are wrong and restore them to a
better mind. Suffering is for moral discipline and growth.
Chapter 36:5-15.
As for Job, God would have blessed him had he not joined
the sinners in his judgment of God. Let him beware that he
28. Ibid., p. 192.
I

does not become rebellioue under his burden. God is great and
powerful, and Job must submit to Him and glorify Him, Chap-
ter 36:16-25.
Elihu illustrates hie thought to God's mysterious great-
ness by his description of the gr**at natural phenomena: rain,
enow, clouds, thunder, etc. and God's control of them, Chap-
ter 36:26-37:13.
Elihu closes his apoeal to Job by asking him to take these
|
things to heart and fall in with them.
Job cannot explain the workings or understand the myster-
I
les of God. It is impossible for man to discover the Almighty.
I
Thus He must be trusted to deal justly with men, who should bow
before him with fear and not consider themselves wise. Thus
j
I
Elihu has made his appeal to Job. This concludes the work of
those who try to comfort him. We will next consider the
direct ministry of God, Chapter 38:4-26.
i
Section 5
|
i
At last comes the answer of Jehovah, for which Job had
long been waiting. God, answering out of the whirlwind, re-
bukes Job for his ignorance and calls him to stand up and meet
His challenge.
God first of all shows the wonders of inanimate nature,
Chapter 38:4-38. There is the great wonder of the creation of
the earth of which Job knows nothing. Neither does he know
anything of the sea or of the great mysteries of light and dark-
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neas. The snow, hail, rain, and frost are all a mystery to Job.
The stars, the lightning, and the clouds Job has no power over.
God further deals with the wonders of animate ns.ture
,
Chapter 38:39, 39:30. The birds and beasts of prey Job cannot
provide for. The birth of the wild goats and the freedom of the
wild ass have not been Job's doing. The wild ox will not obey
Job. The ostrich is a most marvelous specimen. The might of the
horse and the wing soread of the eagle and the hawk are not Job's
creation.
Job is now given his chance to contend with God, but God's
speech has done its work. Job confesses his weakness to answer.
If God has caused all this marvelous creation, he is worthy of
adoration even if he causes suffering. He promises to keep
silence and release his contention. Chapter 40:1-5.
Again the Almighty bids Job to stand up and answer his
challenge. Can he dispute God's justice, claim His strength,
and speak with His oower? If so, let him pour out his wrath
and destroy the wicked. Then God will acknowledge him. Chap-
ter 40:b-14.
Let Job look upon the behemoth, which is a creation of
God as he is. He is a great and mighty animal that no man can
overpower, Chapter 40:15-84.
There is also the great leviathan, a monstrous animal which
no man can capture and tame. If any man try to attack him, he
Will be overpowered and remember it well. If man cannot deal
nith this animal, what folly it is to expect to stand before

51.
his creator.' Chapter 41:1-11.^^
Job is now called upon to admire the various parts of the
crocodile, his large teeth and scales, his strength and power-
ful breath, and the futility of man's strength against him.
He is preeminent among the creatures of Ood
,
Chapter 41:12-34.
With this final speech of Jehovah, we see Job completely
broken down, He sees his own littleness in the light of God's
greatness. He confesses Ood's almighty power and wisdom, ad-
mits his own folly in having challenged Him, repents of his
sins, and sees God before him^ Chapter 42:1-6,
I know that thou canst do all things,
And that no purpose of thine can be restrained.
Who is this that hideth counsel without knowledge?
Therefore have I uttered that which I understood not,
Things too wonderful for me, whicn I knew not.
Hear, I beseech thee, and I will soeak;
I will demand of thee, and declare thou unto me.
I had heard of thee by the hearing of the ear;
But now mine eye seeth thee:
Wherefore I abhor myself,
And repent in dust and ashes.
Thus the speech of Jehovah has won its way into the heart
of the sufferer, and we see this as the culmination of His
ministry.
In our survey, then, we have first of all considered the
great purpose behind the book in the light of its own age.
After the unfolding of this basic thought, we have outlined the
book of Job and then shown the evolution and growth of a great
soul. Job. A summary of the ministry of Job's friends and the
29. Ibid
. ,
p. 223.
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thoughts of Elihu have been followed oy the-^^ministry of Jehovah,
leaving Job a restored man.

CHAPTER III
THE MINISTRY OF THE BOOK OF JOB
To show the Ministry of the Book of Job to Persons
!
Suffering constitutes the burden of this chapter. After a
consideration of the types of suffering and of the Book of
Job, we will now proceed to point out the contributions which
Job has to make. These will be taken up under two claesifica-
tionst 1. The limitations in the ministry of the Book of
Job; 2. The positive values in the ministry of the Book of
Job.
Section 1
The limitations of the ministry of the Book of Job are of
two kinds: its method and its philosophy.
The very basis for a ministry of comfort to anyone must
be a sincere and predominating love for human individuals.
The desire to help the sufferer out of his trouble must be the
motive back of any ministry that is to be helpful. The reason
for helping any patient should be becsuse one is primarily
interested in him more than in anything else. One loves him
not because he suffers but because he is a person. No matter
what mav be his condition or how repulsive is his attitude,
back of it all is a personality. Job, sitting outside the city
walls with his body completely covered with large boils that
11
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produced a repugnant odor, was a till a great personality, Chap-
ter 19:17-20.
But the would-be comforters of Job, the friends and Elihu,
were not primarily interested in him . Their method of pro-
cedure bears this f act out verv well. Their chief interests
were in their own cut and dried theories.
It was this conviction as to the reason for Job's suf-
fering that they wanted to maice clear to him. They then held
that this would bring comfort. They did not individualize
Job, learn to understand him, and then try to meet the needs
I
of his case. On the other hand, they had a set theory which
they held. They preached this to Job iiythe hope that he
would mould himself to it. The interest in their theory was
motive back of the ministry is wrong. Proof for this can be
seen by the methods which the ministers fail to use.
First of all, Job's comforters did not start with their j
i
patient wnere they found him.^ By starting with the patient,
|
I
we mean trying to discover his present state of raind, attitude, i
and mood.
!
I
It means entering intc his situation and getting up or
|
down to his level. The beginning must be that of trying to
j
understand the patient.
|
Persons vary a great deal in their emotional and mental
1. Cabot and Dicks, Art of Ministering to the Sick
^
p. 178 f
.
primary, and the interest in Job was secondary. Thus the very

constitutions. As we have seen in our chapter on the types of
suffering, individuals differ from each other in their spiritu-
al suffering and in the effect that physical and mental pain
has uoon them. In doing effective ministering, we must be on
the alert for all these differences. We must watch for every
j
cue that may give us the least bit of insight as to the nature
of the person's inner life.
After we have found the uniqueness and commonness of the
patient, then we can find his "growing edge," (to use Dr.
Cabot's phrase). We discover to what point progress has been
made and then stajt to build where he has left off. Unless
we do this, we are building uoon sinking sand rather than upon
solid rock.
Sometimes he will be ahead of us, and we will strive to
grow to his level. This was the case with Job's friends. They
were below his level but never attemoted to grow toward it.
We must always be on the alert for the next step to be taken.
It is the next steo that will be a vital ministry.
As we have learned to observe and distinguish all dif-
ferent types of people, we can make a real spiritual diagnosis
and minister to that specific pain. The ministers in the
Book of Job made no efforts to understand the inner life of
Job. They did not watch for any signs or cues; thus, they
never learned the nature of his temperament or outlook on
life. To them, all people were the same. Job was but one who
needed their message. Therefore, t.hey never reached the inner
11
1
I
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man with their message and, consequently, brought no comfort
to him. They made no attempt to find where he was spiritually
and to locate his "growing edge". Therefore, no building of
any sound nature was at all possible. They never found a
foundation for their minister ings in his experience, and thus
what they said had no vital meaning.
Not only did they not try to understand Job, but they tried
to bring pressure to bear upon him. They tried to force Job
to accept their position by harsh threats of many kinds. They
did not try to help him to grow in his own position, but tried
to get him to accept theirs. This was one reason why the
friends' ministry to Job brought him so much pain. They did
not help him, but actually hurt hira. "How long will ye vex
my soul, and break me in pieces witn words? These ten times
have ye reproached me: Ye are not ashamed that ye deal hardly
with me," Chapter 19:2-3. As to ministering to patients along
his own pathway, Ui . Dicks has this to say: "We do not pull
him into our faith. We help him to find his own and we urge
him along it. That is spiritual growth. "2
Besides not beginning with their patient, the friends of
Job were also very poor listeners. Bv offering people a
hearing, we give them an opportunity to formulate new thoughts.
Creation comes by expression. When one is alone, many loose
2. Ibid . . p. 178.
3. Ibid., p. 189 f

thoughts float around in one's mind. This was certainly the !
case with Job, as we see all his various mood changes. When !
i
someone comes who will lend an ear for the expression of these j
thoughts, we find them growing and ta>clng a new perspective, j
New ideas are created as one goes along, and we find the i
j
patient actually coming to his own solution.
;
I,
I
Job's friends did not listen to him and try to get him to |
)
I
understand his own plight. In not doing this, they fell very
short as effective ministers to his sufferings. By their !
dictatorial attitude, they poured water on the flames of en-
thusiasm for self expression that he had. Great was the dis- '
I
comfort thereof. This brings us right to the heart of Job's
j
suffering.
Job suffered the great pain of being mi sunder st cod. Those
who were to be his closest friends never reached his inner
sensitiveness with sympathetic understanding. Time after time,
our hero tried to express himself to them, but they would not
understand. The reason they did not understand was because
they did not listen, did not give him that great comforting
opportunity of creative exoression. The result was that Job
was driven into bitterness by the deaf ears about him which
were chiefly given to the hearing of their own babblings.
One of the reasons for their misunderstanding of Job was
the fact that the friends did not listen. In this they also
missed the great opportunity of teaching Job. "Even if their
doctrine had been a helpful one, they never would have gotten

iI
I
it into Job's thinking by this method. They missed the great
I
opportunity for directed listening, th^.t is, getting Job to
;
forimilate his thoughts in the direction they designated through
|
suggestion and indirect questioning. Herein we see the reason
for their misunderstanding of Job. The thing of most interest
|
!
to Job, as it is to most sufferers, was his own condition. |
i
This was his greatest problem, and for this problem he was
|
drawing together every effort to find his way out. Had Job's
j
friends listened to bis gropings and encouraged him in his
|
I
efforts, they would have been much more able to help him.
|
They would have understood him, and one of the sources of
|
I
Job's pain would have been eliminated.
j
A further limitation of the Book of Job in its contribu- !
I
tions to persons suffering is the fact that it does not employ I
prayer as a means of gaining comfort. There were several
I
instances when prayer would have brought Job closer to God when
j
I
he felt He was far off. That outreach of the soul toward God
which we find in sincere prayer would have done much to give
him a greater sense of God's presence. This assurance would
j
have quenched his moods of doubt and discouragement and would
j
have brought out the great hope that lay dormant in his breast.
!
Job's basic problem was to try to find out the ways of
God and why he, himself, being righteous, should have to suf-
fer. Had Job been urged to remain in silence, meditating
upon the mil of God and waiting for His answer, his restless
i
and anxious ouest would have been quieted and the answer would

not have been far oif. But the friends did not see this need.
As far as they were concerned, they knew God, and they could not!
see why Job did not simply accept their position. The im-
portant element of auiet meditation was missing as far as tneir
contribution was concerned.
Prayer tnat has direct application to a sufferer's sit-
uation and need can bring great help to him. Had Job's
friends offered to pray with him, even then they would not
have been of great help because, again, they did not understand
his situation. They did not understand his case, thus appli-
cation is out of the question. Their sympathy was so scarce
that sincere prayer for Job would have been almost an impos-
sibility. Here again we see that for effective contribution
to Job's suffering, the attitude of the friends was wrong.
The method of the ministry of the Book of Job makes its
contribution in that it shows wnat not to do. One must not
fail to love people at the very start and yet coffiiN*ifrthem.
One cannot be a poor listener and fail to start with the
patient. Finally, one cannot neglect prayer in trying to help
sufferers.
The philosophy of the would-be comforters, too, gives us
a clesir picture of what not to do in the case of suffering.
The friends committed the great error of preaching a
mechanically regulated system of orthodoxy."^ Each man was
4. McFadyen, J.E.,_op. cit.
. p. 48.
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punished according to his sins and rewarded according to his
piety. Each man was dealt with according to this prearranged
system of God. Blessings were the sure sign of righteousness
and punishment of evil. Therefore, if any man was overtaken
with calamity, It was a sure sign of sinfulness on his part.
The ways of God are just, they said; he would not punish un-
less there had been previous sin. This was a philosophy
which hurt Job a great deal, especially since he knew above all
else that he was innocent. Chapter 10:2-7.
This approach would hurt any sufferer as it did Job. No
one cares to have insinuations made about his character, not
J
j
even a reprobate. If a person has been sinful, we must get |
him to see the goodness of God as revealed through His forgive- !
ness of man. It is not very comforting for a suffering man to
jj
i|
have it called to his attention that he has been very sinful.
jj
\\
It concentrates his attention on the negative side of his life. '.|
On the other hand, his good qualities need to be called to his
attention and emphasis placed uoon them. As he is encouraged
in his good qualities they will grow, and as he grows in this
direction he will be faxther removed from sinfulness. Then
growth caji take place.
Not only were the friends mistaken in emphasizing the
sinfulness of Job, but they were also limited in their concep-
tion of God. They thought of Him as being a dispenser of re-
wards and punishments. They failed to conceive of him as the
great God of Grace and Mercy who cares for all His individuals.

Hifl purpose back of the universe and the place of individuals
in it were not' touched upon by the friends. He was a terrible
CrOd whose destruction could overwhelm anything imaginable*
^ven the words of Jehovah himself reveal His own greatness to
Job as a greatness of might and force, not of love and wis-
dom^ Chapter 38-39; 40:2:8-14. Thus, as far as outward con-
tributions were concerned. Job was left bankrupt for an ade-
quate conception of God.
Both of these teachings of the comforters are, then,
good illustrations of what not to do in the case of suffering.
The first one, the emphasis upon the sinfulness of Job, hurt
him as his own reputation was very dear to him. The second one
left him wanting for an adequate conception of God.
"It is a part of the tragedy of the Book of Job that the
advice which was meant for practical sympathy only resulted in
separating Job for a time both from God and from his friends."^
Section 2
In spite of its limitations, the Book of Job has many
positive contributions to persons suffering.
One of the great values of the Book of Job to persons
suffering is the fact that it is a classic expression of the
soul of a sufferer. All ages have looked to Job as an example
of great suffering. Here we have recorded step by step the
I
5. Cheyne, T.K. , Job and Solomon, p. 30.
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stages of misery and pain through which an individual has
passed.
Many who are now suffering can see in Job a fellow suf-
ferer. They are not alone in their condition. The old
statement, "Misery loves companv", can be taken literally with
;
I
a great deal of truthful bearing on this ooint. A large share
of comfort comes to sufferers in knowing that others have
suffered and €u:e suffering as they are. It gives them a
feeling that they belong to a general class, and this helps to
take away part of the benumbing pain of loneliness. It
affords a new type of company. Trouble shared is a burden
lightened. Patients in a hospital are constantly interested I
in hearing about others like themselves. Job felt himself to
be a part of the great sea of suffering^ Chapter 3:13-19.
When driven to anxiety and despair, he looked out upon the
suffering of others and beheld a brotherhood of sorrow, ^ His
mood swung away from himself out to the world about him. Just
as this was true of Job, so others can now look out to other
sufferers and especially to the classic example in Job and
feel there a companionshiD in trial, "To know that another
person has suffered as you have suffered is a bond of union
between sufferers."'''
6. McFadyen, op. cit
.
, p. 38.
7. Cabot and Dicks, op. cit.
, p. 92,
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The classic example of the suffering of Job is a great
help in that it aids patients to see that what they have
suffered is not peculiar to them alone. Often a person who
suffers will feel that his pain is directed at him personally
by the hand of God.® He feels that by special design or pur-
pose God has taken initiative at him directly. This often
causes bitterness toward God on the part of the patient. In
other cases, it may cause the patient to break down his own
self-respect and make him feel that he has been sinful to the
extent of deserving calamity. In either case, this suffering
of the patient can be greatly relieved if he will realize that
he is not alone in this^ but that there are many others who
suffer as he does. Job, too, has suffered thus. Especially
will the Book of Job help him in this, since the very purpose
of the book contraverts this idea of suffering as a special
plan directed at an individual. The Book of Job helps suf-
ferers to clear up their thinking on the common Droblem of
divine intervention against individuals. It certainly explodes
this superstitious theory.
Not only is Job a classical companion to sufferers, but
he is a practical example of spiritual struggle and victory.
Job found himself a moral hero. He underwent a great deal of
trial, but yet he was not content to remain in it, much less
to be subdued by it. Trouble was to him a challenge, and he
8. Ibid., p. 93.
f
concentrated hie best qualities to overcome his plight. As we
have traced the evolution of his suffering, we have seen evi-
dence of that. Job is an example of growth at its best.
From the standpoint of helping a sufferer to meet hie own
condition, there is nothing quite as strong as the power of a
good example. Job is a good example. He can be set up as an
ideal for others to become like. His noble qualities and great
faith stand out so clearly that they cannot help but be an in-
centive to better efforts iBT^any one who will take them to
heart. The good example of Job has a contagious influence. It
can Inspire to higher aspiration.
The Book of Job has another great value in t hat it serves
as a "spiritual training ground" for sufferers.^ Anyone who
is suffering needs resources with which to strengthen his
highest capacities. He may not have grown to great heights
spiritually, and he needs something to chew on to cut his
spiritual teeth. He needs to gain strength for his trial and
courage for the future.
This is especially true as preparation for prayer, '"e
have mentioned prayer as a great method to be used for suf-
ferers. But for prayer to be vital on the part of the minis-
ter, the patient must be up to the level of the prayer. He
must be on common ground with the minister in his prayer. To
do this he needs to read and meditate along noble lines.
9. Ibid.
,
p. 234.
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IIt is also true in the case of meeting a specific con-
dition. A patient may not be spiritually "big enough" for his
suffering, thus he will need training along the lines of pre-
paration for his own condition. He will need a type of train-
ing out of which he can strengthen his muscles for his own
flight. This type of training meets his own need better than
anything else.
For tne purpose of spiritual training our scripture
reading should be very selective. But even under the most
careful selection, the Book of Job must be included as very
valuable. Cast in the poetic richness of religious expression,
the Book of Job clearly reveals great truths and inspiring
hopes that will greatly strengthen any receptive soul. For a
patient to study the growth of Job's soul is a great help.
It points out valuable and everlasting truths that give one
broad perspective. They help him to get a large and compre-
hensive view that will rule out present difficulties and
passing uncertainties, i'he Book of Job makes a vital contri-
bution to persons suffering by affording them a more than ade-
quately rich spiritual training ground.
A further contribution which the Book of Job has to make
to persons suffering is that it practically teaches that pain
can be an opportunity for growth. Job was much perturbed by
his pain, yet he learned to live beyond it. There were things
much bigger to him than his present condition. In each new
plight that came upon him, Job looked beyond it to the larger
II
whole of the universe.
Job had learned that pain was evanescent . He looked
beyond it to a time when it would be no more. But it was not
the big thing in the mind of Job that pain would be no more.
He wanted relief, of course, as all sufferers do. But the
important thing to Job was that he felt that goon a time would
come when he would be able to meet God and then he would un-
derstand what now was a mystery, Chapter 19:25-27.
But as for me, I know that My Redeemer liveth,
And at last he will stand up upon the earth:
And after my skin, even this body, is destroyed.
Then without ray flesh shall I see God;
Whom I, even I, shall see, on my side,
And mine eyes shall behold,
And not as a stranger.
My heart is consumed within me.
Job gathered together every bit of mental strength he could out
of each given situation. He was constantly searching after
new truths and better solutions. Repeating this time after
time. Job grew to be a spiritual hero. One experience was
added to another until Job culminated a better man than he was
when he started. He saw that he was living in a God-centered
universe with which he wished to be more in harmony. The evo-
lution of Job's suffering is a means to the development of his
spiritual growth.
The Prologue especially points to the growth of Job under
suffering. He had been a pious man under prosperity, which
10. Ibid
.
, P.94.
I

isn't difficult. But what will he be if he loses his prosperi-
ty and his health? This is another oueetion.
When calamity does come, will Job meet the occasion and
still hold his piety? Job gives a positive answer to this
question by proving that he is able to grow because of it. It
is hard for him at first, but he expands his inner capacities
so much that he comes through a victorious soul. Job has met
a new occasion and is now a better man for having conquered it.
This can be not only a great example but also a vital lesson
to other sufferers. Job shows all sufferers the new and great
opportunity for self development which they have through their
condition. More than that, Job gives them a great incentive
to use this opportunity to its best possible advantage.
The purpose of the Book of Job makes a great contribution
in that it deals with the basic question that comes to practi-
cally every sufferer. This question, "Why do the Righteous
suffer," has been previously taken up in our discussion of the
purpose of the book. The book fulfills a great purpose by
trying to arrive at a solution or at least by shedding light
upon a problem that lies uppermost in the minds of the afflicted
The question, "Why do the righteous suffer?", or better
still, "Why do I suffer," is the one perplexity of perplexities
that often chokes up the minds of sufferers to the extent of
keeping them from doing healthy thinking along creative lines.
In many cases, this block has to be removed from the pathway
before any other thoughts can pass. As we have seen in the
1
I
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I
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case of Job, this problem was the basis of his everlasting
quest. Above all else hp wanted to know "Why?" Other suf-
ferers Eire no different in this respect.
Thus the book is a great help in t hat it aids persons to
gain insight into their problem. The Book of Job deals with
this problem in such a way that it stimulates thought and
reveals insight. It is encouraging to a sufferer to know that
here is a work entirely given over to his cause, to help him
solve his greatest problem. The basic teachings of the book
(given in Chapter II, Section 1, p. 19 j furnish him with
new insight and revelation that will be real food to a hungry
intellect. If the book does not find a satisfactory solution
to the problem, it at least clears the ground for it and fur-
nishes very valuable insight into it.
Finally, the Book of Job makes a great contribution by
showing that God works directly on the human heart. In
spite of human failure to comfort, Ood is at work in human
beings. When one sees the faith and courage with which suf-
ferers bear their lot, faith and courage so great that it is
almost unbelievable to the human mind, then one cannot help
but feel that there we see Ood directly at work. Against tre-
mendous odds, God works through the human heart. The grace of
God is at work in sustaining and elevating human souls when no
other help can come.
11. Smith, G.A. , Modern Criticism and the Preaching of the
Old Testament
. p. 898.

Tnis was certainly the case with Job. The forces of evil
were against him. Even hie devout friends were a negative in-
fluence. But above all this there was a reality within the
experience of Job that far transcended everything else. Though
he went through moods of doubt and despair, yet there was an
irresistible power which ever pulled him back a nobler man.
Over and above suffering and human hindrances, God works in
human individuals drawing them ever upward and onward.
I
I
The limitations in the method end thought of the Book of
I
I
Job are positive contributions in that they point out what not
I
to do. Loving people, starting with them, listening, and
praying dare not be neglected in trying to comfort sufferers.
The emphasis upon the sinfulness of Job did not comfort
him, but brought him f urther pain. The friends' conception
of God was inadeouate to meet the needs of Job.
The ministry of the Book of Job furnishes us with a
classic example of human suffering through #iich others can
find company and an ideal as a goal.
The Book of Job is a valuable training ground in preparing
a patient for prayer and for dealing with his specific problem.
Job also teaches that pain can be a positive opoortunity for
growth, a chance for development. It illustrates the growth
of a soul beyond immediate difficulties. T-he purpose of the
book deals with the basic problem of sufferers: "Why?" In
the last analysis, the book shows the grace of God at work in
the human heart.

CHAPTER IV
Job*s Contribution to Specific Suffering
At this point, we shall return to the types of suffering
with which we began our study. It is now our purpose to point
out the contributions which the Book of Job has to offer to
these specific types of suffering. With a picture of the
suffering and a study of the Book of Job before us, we will
attempt to point out how the two may be correlated in a con-
structive way. We will take up the contributions of the Book
of Job to persons suffering from (l) Loneliness, (2) Bitter-
ness, (3) Fear, (4) Doubt, (5) Grief.
Section 1
We have seen that one cause of loneliness is duo \o the
absence of friends and relatives. Didactically, the Book of
Job makes a contribution to this type of loneliness. The
friends came from afar to visit Job and to bring him comfort.
Chapter 8:11-13. They had compassion on him and tried to be of
help to him. This is an illustration of the type of visitation
needed for the relief of suffering from loneliness.
The methods of the friends give us a negative value as a
contribution to suffering. What they did we must avoid to
prevent causing loneliness. Some patients are lonely because
they are not sympathetically understood. The lack of proper
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methods (given in Chapter III, Section 1, p. 5.^ ) was one of !
the contributing factors to the loneliness of Job. The fact
that tney were not able to enter into his situation end "feel i
I
for him" built up a great sense of estrang ir. ent between Job
and themselves. The insinuations which were made against Job
acted ail the more as a negative influence. Those who were
supDOsed to be close to him were the farthest from him as far
as understanding his character and appreciating his good qual-
ities were concerned. Their contribution was negative in
that it was not able to corribw* a lonely soirit.
Job himself had a great capacity for friendship. This
was one of the things that manifested itself when friends dis-
trusted him as they did. In one case, we find Job so desperate
that he turns back to his friends asking them for help even
after he had condemned them for their hollow friendship, Chap-
ter 19:21. "Have pity uoon me, have pity upon me, 0 ye my
friends; For the hand of Ood hath touched me."
Here we see that even though Job had removed himself from
his friends by his condemnation of them, he was not above
asking them to come back to him. He here showed a humbleness of
spirit which will be an asset to any sufferer who has been
deserted in helping him to regain his friends. It points out
to a lonely one the step which he can take to regain the friend-
ship which he has lost.
Job made a great contribution to his own loneliness by
carrying over this capacity for friendship in his relation with
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God, He conceived of God as nis friend who would search for
him even after he was gone from this earthy Chapter 14:13-15.
Job was alone, but he felt alone with God, the greatest of all
his friends. God's constant search for Job gave him a feeling
of security when he felt no one else cared about him.
Job had become a friend of God because he had practiced
His Presence.' Chapter 31:1-4-^.
I made a covenant with mine eves;
How then should I look upon a virgin?
For what is the portion from God above,
And the heritage from the Almighty on high?
Is it not calamity to the unrighteous.
And disaster to the workers of iniquity?
Doth not he see my ways,
And number all ray steps?
The friendship of God was to Job a personal experience. He had
been a pious man all his life. Now when he was smitten with
suffering, he had a definite conviction that God was still with
him. No amount of pain could remove him from it. We see times
in the moods of Job when it was temporarily blurred over, but
always he came back to it, stronger and surer.
It is this practice of the Presence of God which Job
teaches us that is a vital contribution to loneliness. Suf-
ferers who will follow his example will have a power in their
lives that will be an enduring sense of friendship which
transcends temporary estrangements. Sufferers who have prac-
1
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ticed His Presence and followed His way will have as great a
comforter as Job did.
Job has been a generous individual^ giving of his best to
others by caring for the poor and distressed, Chapter 31, 14:
16-20. He had led a morally disciplined life. He had so grown
that when trouble came he had a source of companionship in the
God whom he had served. The same comfort can come to others
If they will follow his example. The sense of His companionship
will dispel all loneliness. Job here points out what we can do
to fortify ourselves against ever being lonely. Kindness to
others brings its reward.
Passages in Job which are Contributions to Persons Suf4
fering from Loneliness:
1. Chapter 5:19-26.
He will deliver thee in six troubles;
Yea, in seven there shall ho evil touch thee.
In famine he will redeem thee from death;
And in war from the power of the sword.
Thou Shalt be hid from the scourge of the tongue;
Neither shalt thou be afraid of destruction when
it cometh.
At destruction and dearth thou shalt laugh;
Neither shalt thou be afraid of the beasts of the
earth.
For thou shalt be in league with the stones of the
field;
And the beast of the field shall be at peace with
thee.
And thou shalt know that thy tent is in peace;
And thou shalt visit thy fold, and shalt miss nothing.
Thou shalt know also that thy seed shall be great,
And thine offspring as the grass of the earth.
Thou shalt come to thy grave in a full age,
Like as a shock of grain cometh in its season.
As we have before noticed, lonely people usually feel out

of harmony with their new surroundings. This passage is par
ticularly helpful in such cases because^ fir at of all/ it shows
the genuine friendliness of Ood. No matter what we may get
into, He will be right there to help us. The oatient can here
see that Ood's hand of friendlv protection extends everywhere.
It also points out to him that he is in harmony with
nature.*^ He is not left alone by any means. The whole universe
even beasts and stones, are on ^s side. He is in league with
the great universe of God. All are working together olaying a
part in it. And in the end the outcome will be good. God being
on hifl side he cannot go afield.
^ Another passage which ought to be a help to persons suf-
fering from loneliness is Chapter 27:2-7.
As God liveth, who hath taken away my right,
And the Almighty, who hath vexed my soul
(For my life is yet whole in me,
And the spirit of God is in my nostrils);
Surely my lips shall not speak unrighteousness,
Neither shall my tongue utter deceit.
Far be it from me that I should justify you:
Till I die I will not put away mine integrity from me.
My righteousness I hold fast, and will not let it go:
My heart shall not reproach me so long as I live.
Let mine enemy be as the wicked,
And let him that riseth up against me be as the
unrighteous.
People are often lonely because they are misunderstood,
others do not enter sympathetically into their situation. Here
is a case where Job came to grips with himself. He understood
himself, regardless of what others thought of him.
3. Peake, A.S., JolQ , New Cejiturv Bible ^ P. 90.

He knew just where he stood. He had analyzed himself, and then
held fast to his results. With Ood as a standard others can
also come to grips with themselves and holdfast. If they have
done this they need not care what others think about them. They
j
will know where their own weakness and strength
'3. Chapter 15:7-12a:
Art thou the first man that was born?
Or wast thou brought forth before the hills?
Hast thou heard the secret counsel of God?
And dost thou limit wisdom to thyself?
What knowest thou, that we know not?
What under standest thou, which is not in us?
With us are both the gray-headed and the very
aged men,
Much elder than t hy father.
Are the consolations of God too small for thee,
Even the word that is gentle toward thee?
Why doth thy heart carry thee away?
is also a contribution to lonely people. A feeling of loneliness!
is that of being apart from other people. Lonely people feel
separated and wrapped up within themselves. This passage points
out tnat we are also in league with others. None of us are com-
pletely unique in our experiences and our wisdom. Other peo-
ple, too, are having similar experiences and are sharing the
same things and thoughts. Why not look out beyond ourselves
and enter into this lejger realm? Though they may have ex-
perienced loss and separation, there is still this new and
larger realm of friendship to be entered into. A part of this
larger friendship is ours if we will taJce it,
A further contribution to loneliness may be seen in Job's
looking out uoon the fellow sufferers about him. He considered
^^^^
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himself a part of the great mass of sufferers, as we have seen
in Chapter III. If lonely individuals can see themselves in
the fellowship of other sufferers as Job did, then great com-
fort can come from it. They will not feel alone in t neir
trouble.
Section 8
The contributions of the Book of Job to t he pain of bit-
terness are here considered. Job himself grew very bitter at
times, yet he never remained in that state very long. He had
a hold on t he Great Power which helped him to transcend his
bitterness as well.
In the first place, Job was a man with a wholesome self-
respect. He had led a Dure and upright life. He was as sure
of that as of anything^. Chapter 27:5-6.
Far be it from me that I should justify you:
Till I die I will not put away mine integrity
from me.
My righteousness I hold fast, and will not let
it go:
My heart shall not reproach me so long as I live.
Thus he would not be the type of man who would grow bitter to
the extent of blaming himself. He stood with definite convic-
tion on his own deeds. Any self-inflicted sense of guilt was
beyond any spirit as strong as Job's. This is a didactic ex-
ample for other sufferers. If they can respect themselves for
the good qualities which they have, then they will never ex-
perience the bitterness of self blame. As we have before no-

tlcedy Job here come to terms with himself. It was this that
fortified him against self-blame.
Job was also a forgiving type of spirit^ Chapter 7:21.
He recognize^ the possibility of forgiveness. He did not blame
hie fellow men for the condition into which he had fallen. He
did not understand it, but yet he did not try to conceive of a
way in which humans might have been responsible. Job was a
sympathetic person not given to holding feelings of an ill na-
ture against others. His attitude here, too, can be a living
example for others. Bitterness will not have a part in t his
kind of a person's life.
Nor did Job place the blame upon Ood. He only felt as
though he wished that he would have a chance to explain his con-
dition before Him and have God explain His ways to him^ Chap-
ter 13:20-23.
Only do not two things unto me;
Then will I not hide myself from thy face:
Withdraw thy hand far from me;
And let not thy terror make me afraid.
Then call t hou, and I will answer;
Or let me speak, and answer thou me.
How many are mine iniquities and sins?
Make me to know my transgression and my sin.
Job is not concerned about a present attitude of bitterness
toward anyone, he is looking beyond to a time when he will un-
derstand and he will be with God. It is not the immediate con-
dition, but the ultimate purpose, about which Job is concerned.
I
phis point of view, if accepted by sufferers, will help them
likewise to transcend the immediate and behold the great purpose

and care of God.
Job here was not concerned about condemnation or blame.
I
He was simply searching more deeply in order that he might bet-
\
' ter understand God and His ways. He'^^caJnhen better cooperate
with Him and do His will.
Passages in Job which are Contributions to Persons Suf-
fering from Bitterness:
1. Chapter 1:21.
Naked came I out of my mother's womb, and naked
Shall I return thither; Jehovah gave, and Jehovah
hath t aken awav; blessed be the name of Jehovah.
Here we see that Jehovah has given us raa,ny blessings.
Though we have experienced loss, yet it came from the Grace of
j
God in the first place. This ought to be a help for patients
who have turned bitter towaxd God because of loss. Besides this
we are not to place too much stress on gains. Our real life
does not depend upon anything which we possess. Thus patients
can see that they have no reason to turn bitter against God.
Job blessed God in spite of his affliction,*
2. Chapter 9:4.
He is wise in heart, and mighty in strength:
Who hath hardened himself against him, and prospered?
This points out to any bitter patient the great wisdom
and strength of God, Therefore it is absurd for any one to
become bitter towaxd God for anything that may have happened.
4. Peake, A.S. lip. cit
.
^ p. 64.
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Patients can here see that they must not read the a ct of Grod
into their misfortunes, and thus blame Him for it. Their mind
cannot be matched with God 'a
5, A further contribution can be seen in Chapter 10:11-1S. 3,
Thou hast clothed me with skin and flesh,
And knit me together with bones and sinews.
Thou hast granted rae life and lovingkindness;
And thy visitation hath preserved my spirit.
This pas8ag:e is a further contribution to persons suffer-
ing from bitterness, especially those who have grown bitter be-
cause of some bodily injury they have received. This passage
shows the wonderful creative work of God in our human bodies,
and thus should point out to the patient his cruelty in criti-
cising God for injury. Here we see both birth a,nd the preser-
vation of life,
4. Chapter 2b: 6-14;
Sheol is naked before God,
And Abaddon hath no covering.
He stretcheth out the north over empty space,
And hangeth the eajth upon nothing.
He bindeth up the waters in his thick clouds;
Airl the cloud is not rent under them.
He incloseth the face of his throne,
"^nd spreadeth his cloud upon it.
He hath described a boundary upon the face of the
wa.ters
,
Unto the confines of light and darkness.
The Pillars of heaven tremble
And are astonished at his rebuke.
He stirreth up the sea with his power,
And by his understanding he smiteth through Ra,hab.
By his Spirit the heavens are gaTnished;
His hand hath pierced the swift serpent.
Lo, these are but the outskirts of his ways;
And how small a whisper do we hear of himl
But the thunder of his power who can understand?
is a beautiful portion of scripture which points out to one who

is suffering from bitterness. the wonderful works of Ood. Here
we have such a vivid Picture of the magnificence of God that it
would take a very hardened heart that would not be softened by
it. Furthermore, these are but small portions of his great and
wonderful ways. There is much that man cannot understand.
They are so wonderful that they are really beyond human compre-
hension. How then can we stand in judgment of His ways?
5. Chapter 34:10b-15:
Far be it from God, that he should do wickedness,
And from tne Almighty, that he should commit
iniquity.
For the work of a man will he render unto him.
And cause every man to find according to his ways.
Yea, of a surety, God will not do wickedly,
Neither will the Almighty pervert justice.
Who gave him a charge over the earth?
Or wno hath disposed the whole world?
If he set his heart upon himself,
If he gather unto himself his spirit and his breath;
All fleeh shall perish together.
And man shall turn again unto dust,
is another portion of scripture that may be used with bitter
individuals. Many people do feel bitter against God. They
interpret tneir misfortune as a direct visitation of God upon
them. Sufferers feel that God's wrath is uoon them, thus they
are bitter.
But here we have the truest answer that can be given. In-
justice on the part of God is inconsistent with the idea of God.^
God is a just God, he is not interested in rewards and punish-
ments for His sake. He would have us each find our own way out.
5. Davidson, A.B. The Book of Job . . p. 235.
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The earth has not been entrusted to God by another; He, Himself,
g
has arranged it, thus there would be no motive for injustice.
God's benevolent caxe of us all is shown by His creation and
I sjjstaining of us, thus why would He want to punish or destroy
i'
I
anyone? God is a just God, therefore He does not turn against
anyone in wrathful punishment. Anyone who has grown bitter
I toward God because he feels he has been wrongly punished by God
ought to get great help from tnis just view of Him.
6. Another helpful passage for bitter individuals is
Chapter 37:23.
Touching the Almighty, we cannot find him out;
He is excellent in power;
And in justice and plenteous righteousness he will
not afflict.
Here we get another picture of the Great and righteous
God who will not afflict. If we see God in His true righteous-
ness we cannot turn bitter against Him. We are not to judge
God, but to seek and find out His ways.
God is a Great and righteous God who treats no one unjust-
ly. This is a fine answer for bitterness toward God.
7. Chapter 3b:5, "Behold, God is mighty, and
despiseth not any: He is mighty in strength of understanding."
also points out to bitter individuals the Great love and under-
standing of God,
5. Ibid.
,
p,235

8. Another very valuable passage is that which we find
in Chapter 36:17-23.
But tnou art full of the judgment of the wicked:
Judgment and justice take hold on thee.
For let not wrath stir the<= up against chastisements;
Neither let the greatness of the ransom turn thee
aside.
Will thy cry avail, that thou be not in distress,
Or all the forces of thy strength?
Desire not the night,
When peoples are cut off in their place
Take heed, regard not iniquity:
For this hast thou chosen rather than affliction.
Behold, God doeth loftily in his power:
Who is a teacher like unto him?
Who hath enjoined him his way?
Or who can say. Thou hast wrought unrighteousness?
Here Job points right to the heart of the problem of bit-
terness toward other individuals. As ^we have before noticed,
sufferers are often given to passing judgment upon others. They
see faults in other people and blame them for it. They hold in
their hearts this hatred for them to such an extent that they
look uDon punishment of them as a joy. Job is here being warned
of entering into this judgment of others for if he does it will
have a hold on him too.''' This statement of Job pointed out here
helps the bitter to see just how they became involved when they
pa,ss judgment. It helps them to recognize their plight. By
doing this he is really joining the wicked in t heir judgment of
God.
Here we have a strong warning against judging others.
7. Ibid., p. 248.

9. A contribution to Persons suffering from bitterness
is also found in Chapter 31: 5- lb.
If I have walked with falsehood,
And my foot hath hasted to deceit
(Let me be weighed in an even balance,
That Grod may know mine integrity) ;
If my step hath turned out of the way.
And my heart walked after mine eyes,
And if any st)ot hath cleaved to my hands:
Then let me sow, and let another eat;
Yea, let the produce of my field be rooted out.
If my heart hath been enticed unto a woman,
And I have laid wait at my neighbor's door;
Then let my wife grind unto another,
^nd let others bow down upon her.
For that were a heinous crime;
Yea, it were an iniouity to be punished by the
judges:
For it is a fire that consumeth unto Destruction,
And would root out all mine increase.
If I have despised the cause of my man-servant or
of my maid-servant.
When they contended with me;
What then shall I do when God riseth ud?
And when he visiteth, what shall I answer him?
Did not he that made rae in the womb make him?
And did not one fashion us in the womb?
This contains two very basic thoughts which should help
patients root out bitterness toward their fellowmen.
We can see in this passage the possibility that Job may
have been sinful. Job was a pious man, but how many who have
turned bitter can claim that? There is a possibility that they
too, as well as the persons they condemn, have committed errors.
Therefore, how are they justified in sitting in judgment of
other 8 f This passage implies a humbleness of spirit which will
show bitter individuals that they^ too^ are not above reproach.
Had he committed these sins. Job says, he would readily accept
punishment.

Perhaps the greatest contribution which can be made to a
bitter individual is to get him to gain a healthy respect for
personalities. He will not hate people that he respects.
The latter part of this pas sage, verses 9-15, points out
that great respect for personality which Job had. Here Job
really points to the brotherhood of man.® This comes very neax
I
to that great respect for personality which Jesus teaches us.
All men are considered enual, having been formed by one creator.
We are all brothers in the sight of God, no matter who we are.
Let those who are inclined to bitterness take care lest they
regard too ruthlessly a brother personality and son of God.
Section 3
Job was a man of great courage, an example of one who could
outwit fears. Job was not fearful or worried about his con-
ditionV Several times calamity came upon him, yet neither time
was he worried or fearful of what was to come. He was so cer-
tain of his own faith that he was sure there was some way to
account for it. All he wanted was an opDortunity to do just
that thing. Again, his great faith in God transcends his im-
mediate difficulty.
Job had no fear of death. In fact, he looked forwaxd to
it as a time when God would seek him out and he and his Friend
would there meet again, Chapter 14:13-15. That Great Unknown
8. McFadyen, J.E., 0^. cit. p. 198

to most peoDle was to be a fine new experience for Job. He was
a man of unusual courage and moral fortitude, and it was this
strength that stood him in good stead. Here again is a classic
j
example for other sufferers who are fearful.
|
!
Passages in Job which are Contributions to Persons Suf-
fering from Fesr:
1. Chapter 11:15-20.
Surely then shalt thou lift up thy face without spot;
Yea, thou shalt be stedfast, and shalt not fear:
For thou shalt forget thy misery;
Thou shalt remember it as waters that are passed
away.
And thy life shall be clearer than the noonday;
I
Though there be darkness, it shall be as the
morning.
And thou shalt be secure, because there is hope;
Yea, thou shalt search about the e . and shalt take
thy rest in safety.
Also thou Shalt lie down, and none shall make thee
afraid;
Yea, many shall make suit unto thee.
But the eyes of the wicked shall fail.
And they shall have no way to flee;
And their hope shall be the giving up of the ghost.
Here is a passage. Chapter 11: 15-2Q, which gives great hope
to anyone who is fearful. This ought to be particularly en-
couraging for patients who are fearful because of the outcome
of their condition.
I
It points out the need for standing firm and disregarding
|fear. After all, pain and trouble are only passing experiences.
There is beyond this a great hope which we can reach. Fear is
only our temporary response to a condition. No one is working
ijagainst us, (as patients often feel)
,
they wouldn't have an
bpportunity since evil doers meet their doom.

!
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2. Chapter 27:2-7:
|
As Grod liveth, who hath taken o.way my right,
j
And the Almighty, who hath vexed my soul i
(For my life is vet whole in me, 1
And the spirit of Gtod is in ray nostrils)
;
Surely my lips shall not speak unrighteousness.
Neither shall my tongue utter deceit.
Far be it from me that I should justify you; I
Till I die I will not put away mine integrity from me, |
My righteousness I hold fast, and will not let it go: !
My heart shall not reproach me so long as I live,
[
Let mine enemy be as the wicked,
|
And let him that riseth up against me be as the
unrighteous.
points to a firm foundation which Job has against the fear of
I
I
God. Many patients fear God and his judgment. They can see in \
1
this passage that they need not fear God at all if they can
|
buttress themselves with a strong character. It shows them the
j
need of cultivating character in order to stand up with God, !
and once they have it they can rest assured of their position
|
with Him. A strong character will protect anyone against the
|
I
fear of God.
3. Caiapter 29:2b-5a:
As in the days when God watched over me;
j;
When his lamp shineduoon my head,
And by his light I walked through darkness; I
As I was in the ripeness of ray days,
|When the friendship of God was upon my tent; i
When the Almighty was yet with me.
j;
gives a clear picture to a fearful individual of the care of
!
I
God that someone else. Job, has experienced. Here is a definite
example of the care that God can give to all individuals. Here
we clearly see God's intimacy in watching over individuals.^
9. Davidson, A.B,
,
Op^
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I God is friendly to man, what have we to fear?
4. Chapter 19:25-27.
But as for me I know that my Redeemer liveth,
And at last he will stand up upon the earth:
And after my skin, even this body is destroyed,
Then without my flesh shall I see God;
Whom I, even I, shall see, on my side,
And mine eyes shall behold, and not as a stranger.
Mv heart is consumed within me.
There are patients who fear God's wrath, and cannot combat
j
it by holding to a firm chsTacter. This passage helps them to I
! shift their trust to God. Even though they may be morally weak,
there is one who will Redeem them, and He is living! Job
knows this. If patients can be made to feel this experience as
Job did then they need not fear Him. He is a just God who
lives after them and will make everything right.
5. The greatest contribution that can be made to a per-
son fearing death can be found in Chapter 16:18-21.
0 earth, cover not thou my blood,
And let my cry have no resting-place.
Even now, behold, my witness is in heaven.
And he that voucheth for me is on high.
My friends scoff at me:
But mine eye poureth out tears unto God,
That he would maintain the right of a man with God,
And of a son of man with his neighbor!
Here Job feels that he is dying, but why should he fear?
He can appeal to the God of justice in heaven, for the universe
is on the side of justice, People may be against him, but
there is one who will hear. God is our witness in heaven, a
10. McFadyen, J.E. O^. £it. p. 109.
I

friend who will seek us out. Patients can here gee that the
strength of God 8,bides with them, always, even beyond life.
6. Chapter 11:13-16:
If thou set thy heart aright,
And stretch out thy hRnds toward him;
If iniquity be in thy hand, put it far away,
And let not unrig-hteousness dwell in thy tents.
Surely then shalt thou lift up thy face without spot; i
Yea, thou ehalt be stedfast, and shalt not fear; j
For thou shalt forget thy misery; I
Thou shalt remember it as waters that are passed away.
j
I
is a passage which may be used with patients who fear God be-
cause of a sense of guilt. They feel that they have been sinful
and thus God will punish them. This points out the great healing
effect of forgiveness. But forgiveness comes only by repentance.
If the sufferer will recognise his guilt and ask God for for-
giveness then God will spare him.^^ This sense of guilt which
has been so burdensome can be completely removed by God's for-
giveness. Here we can see how to obtain that forgiveness,
repentance before God. We can be cleansed and lead a new life.
Job points out several ways in which fear can be overcome.
Section 4
Besides making a contribution to the pains of fear and
Ditterness, Job also helps us to see light on the problem of
ioubt
,
Job was not an over skeptical individual, but he was a great
11, Bewer, J.A.
,
Literature of The Old Testajnent
^
p. 318
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taster. He cprefully sampled everything before he swallowed it.
His palate was very sensitive when it came to sampling intel-
lectual food. Job's doubt was not"a skeptical, cynical^type
but rather it was an honest endeavor to discover intellectual
truths. He had the kind of doubt that^ if pursued honestly^
makes for a strong, intellectually grounded religious faith.
Job asked the ouestion, "Why?"
The result of this questioning was, "I know." Job said,
"I know that my vindicator liveth. "^^ Job had a living God
within the realm of his experience, Chapter 19:25-27. Job had
temporary doubts when he seemed to lose sight of His reality,
but it was all undergirded by a firm faith which carried him
through trying moments to the time when he always came forth
many times when Job could not trust his friends or their judg-
ment. But what mattered that when he could believe in Him who
ruled all mankind and whom Job could meet personally?
It was this firm faith that enabled Job to withstand the
doubts he nad in others and to rest assured that he was with
God and God was with him. Here again we see another contri-
bution made to suffering by the example of Job's great faith.
Job is personally interested in his vindicator.
firmly^ saying, "I know that my vindicator liveth.
since there were
12. McFadyen, J.E
• >
Op . cit . . p. 135.

Pasasiges in Job which are Contributions to Persons Suf-
' fering from Doubt.
1. Chapter 4:6;
Is not thy fear of God thy confidence,
And the integrity of thy ways thy nope?
is a contribution to persons suffering from ^oubt. Here is a
challenging statement to doubters. It points out to them the
futility of not believing in God and following His ways. Job
refers here to his God fearing life as the grounds for his hopi?
Without it what would he have?
2. Chapter 5:8-17.
But as for me, I would seek unto God,
And unto God would I commit ray cause;
Who doeth great filings and unsearchable,
Marvellous things without number:
Who giveth rain uoon the earth,
And sendeth waters upon the fields;
So that he setteth up on high those that are low,
And those that monrn are exalted to safety.
He frustrateth the devices of the crafty,
So that their hands cannot perform their enterprise.
He taketh the wise in their own craftiness;
And the counsel of the cunning is carried headlong.
They meet with darkness in the day-time,
And grope at noonday as in the night.
But he saveth from the sword of their mouth.
Even the needy from the hand of the mighty.
So the poor hath hope,
And iniquity stoppeth her mouth.
A new thought can also be seen in Chapter 5:8-17. This is
another clear and vivid picture of the Great and wonder ous
works of God. Those who have little faith in Him can be re-
I assured and strengthened by seeing here the real marvel of God.
13. Davidson, A.B., Qjq^ cit
.
p. 29.
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Here the doubter can see how God operates in caxing for all
individuals in their needs and trials. This will point to a
new hope,
3. Chapter 9:6-13!
Him that shaketh the earth out of its place,
And the pillars thereof tremble;
That coramandeth the sun, and it riseth not,
And sealeth up the stars;
That alone stretcheth out the heavens,
And treadeth upon the waves of the sea;
That maketh the Bear, Orion, and the Pleiades,
And the chambers of the south;
That doeth great things past finding out.
Yea, marvellous things without number.
Lo, he goeth by me, and I see him not:
He passeth on also, but I perceive him not.
Behold he sei^eth the prey . who can hinder him?
Who will say unto him. What doest thou?
points out again how God does marvelous things in nature. Be-
fore it'^oointed out to the doubter His work in humanity, here
it is pointed out in nature. He is so great that He is even
beyond the thought of reproach from human beings.
4. Chapter 12:7-14;
But ask now the beasts, and they shall teach thee;
And the birds of the heavens, and they shall tell thee:
Or speak to the earth, and it shall teach thee:
And the fishes of the sea shall declare unto thee.
Who knoweth not in all these.
That the hand of Jehovah hath wrought this,
In whose hand is the soul of every living thing.
And the breath of all mankind?
Doth not the ear try words.
Even as the palate tasteth its food?
With aged men is wisdom.
And in length of days understanding.
With God is wisdom and might;
He hath counsel and understanding.
Behold, he breaketh down, and it cannot be built again;
-fle shutteth up a man, and there can be no opening.
gives us another message for use with doubting individuals. Here
iI
Job points out to us that we can see GrOd at work in nature^ in
the earth, in the lives of animals, and in the lives of men of
j wisdom. Anyone can gain a knowledge of God's wisdom and power
;by observing these simple things. This ought to help doubters
to increase their faith.
5. Chaoter 16:19.
Even now, behold, my witness is in heaven,
And he that voucheth for me is on high.
In Chapter lb: 19 we have a statement of one who had great faith
that ought to help others to strengthen theirs. He is con-
vinced of a Great outness who vouches for him. Others can
find this witness also, if they wi"il search for it.
6. Chapter 22:25-30.'
And the Almighty will be thy treasure.
And precious silver unto thee.
For then shalt thou delight thyself in the Almighty,
And Shalt lift up thy face unto God.
Thou shalt make thy prp.yer unto him, and he will hear
thee;
And thou shalt pay thy vows.
Thou snalt also decree a thing, and it shall be es-
tablished unto thee;
And light shall shine upon thy ways.
When they cast thee down, thou shalt say, There is
lifting up;
And the humble person he will save.
He will deliver even him t hat is not innocent:
Yea, he shall be delivered through the cleanness of thy
hands.
15|^ives a vivid appeal to a doub-frer to make God his treasure.
3ere is a vital lesson in practicing the presence of God, as we
L4. Ibid
. , p. 90.
.5. Ibid
. , p. 166.

have seen,many doubt because they have not practised His pres-
ence. Here is a beautiful passage showing the fruits which can
come from a personal relationship with Ood. By turning to Grod
and entering into prayer with Him there shall be hope and res-
toration. F.ven though we have notbeen innocent, Ood is loving
and will be a refuge for all. By entering into this fellowship,
the doubter will be able to help others as well, into the 83.me
experiences. These are resources which doubting persons can
tap, that they may really know the goodness of God.
7. Chapter 33:4.*
The Soirit of God hath mr.de me,
And the breath of the Almighty giveth me life.
!
points out to anyone who doubts it, the great responsibility we
have, since CxOd created and sustains us. It is He who maJces us
what we arei
8. Chapter 36:26-30^
Behold, God is great, and we know him not;
i'he bumber of his years is unsearchable.
For he draweth up the drops of water,
Which distil in rain from his vapor,
Which the skies pour down
And drop uron man abundantly.
Yea, can any understand the spreadings of the clouds,
I'he thunderings of his pavilion?
Behold, he spreadeth his light around him;
And he covereth the bottom of the sea.
points out the Great marvel that God really is. His natural
phqnomen»ii are so great^ even, beyond our comprehension.
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9. Chapter 42:2.
I know that thou canst do all things,
And that no pur rose of thine can be restrained.
have a statement which when oointed out to doubters shows
that Grod really has no purpose which Me cannot carry out.-^^
There are plans and purposes which are beyond the understanding
of man. His Great ways reouire a grea.t faith on our part if
we are going to work with Him. This helps doubters to see that
it is not necessarily futility on their part*'^to^ot understand
all. The Power and Greatness of Ood is present, even though
we cannot comprehend all of it. This is especially helpful
for individuals who have doubted the existence of Ood because
of their suffering. Man is not the center of the universe, but
God is. Let man not be upset, therefore, with the plight he
finds himself in. He is a part of the ^reat plan which^he
must admit, is beyond his understanding,
10. Chapter 8:5-7:
If thou wouldest seek diligently unto God,
And make thy supplication to the Almighty;
If thou wert pure and upright:
Surely now he would awake for thee,
And make the habitation of thy rignteousness prosperous.
And though thy beginning was small,
Yet thy latter end would greatly increase.
points to doubters how they can come int o better harmony with
God. For those who have found themselves drifting from Him,
this furnishes them with a plan whereby they can again be close
16. Ibid
. ,
p. 286.
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to Him. It teaches doubters how to find God.
I
11. Chapter 42:2, 3b, 5-6.
|
I know that thou canst do all thinps,
And that no ouroose of thine can be restrained.
Therefore, have I uttered that which I understood not, i
Things too wonderful for me, which I knew not.
I had heard of thee by the hearing of the ear;
But now mine eye seeth thee:
Wherefore I abhor mvself,
And repent in dust and ashes,
A vivid Dicture of a return to G6d is given in Chapter
42:2, 3b, 5-6. Here one can see his own condition, and see just i
how in humility he can again return to God. Here we see the i
restoration of zhe doubter clearly pictured.
The Book of Job has many portions that help one to gain
a Great faith in God.
I
Section 5
Job himself was grief-stricken by the loss of his children,
but again we see him keeping his balance and taking the larger
view that God isstill with him in spite of all loss. His faith
helps him to overcome the sting of his grief.
More than that, in the Book of Job, we have a sort of be-
I
lief in immortality. Job believed that/only for a moment^ he
I
will rise up and be able to meet his Vindicator face to face.-^'''*
Job had broken the wall between this world and the next. It
was the beginning of a great belief in immortality, which is the
17. McFadyen, J.E., O^. cit
.
. p. 137
I

greatest of comforts to grief-stricken sufferers. Though friends
have been lost who are dear, there is now the indication that
they will not be lost, but will live in t he next world. There
we can meet them face to face, even as we will be able to meet
God. This is the great comforting' assurance which Job gives
to persons suffering from grief.
Passages in Job which are Contributions to Persons Suf-
fering from Orief*
1. Chapter 3: 17-20.*
There the wicked cease from troubling;
And there thewaary are at rest.
j
There the prisoners are at ease together;
They hear not the voice of the taskmaster.
|
The small and the great are there:
And the servant is free from his master.
is a contribution to persons suffering from ^rief . Persons
suffer grief because of the loss of a dear one. This passage
will help them to bear that J^rief in that it points out the
condition of the next life. If the individual has had a dif-
ficult time of it here, then there he will have rest. He will
be freed from the burdens of life. Those who had strenuous work
have laid down to a rest not known to them on earth. ^® Here the
Grief stricken one gets an assurance of the comfort of the lost
one.
18. Peake. A.S., 0£. cit., p. 75

2. Chapter 14:7-10.
For there is hope of a tree,
If it be cut down, that it will sprout again,
And that the tender branch thereof will not cease.
Though the root thereof wax old in the earth,
And the Btock thereof die in the ground;
Yet through the scent of water it will bud,
And put forth boughs like a olant.
'^rief stricken individuals can find further comfort by
indications of immortality pointed out in Chapter 14:7-10. Here
is beautiful figurative language, showing how the tree springs
up again in freshness. The human personality will do likewise.
New life shall again take place. The de;^«.jrted one is not lost,
but growing anew.
3. Chapter 19:25-28.'
But as for me I know that my Redeemer liveth,
^nd at last he will stand up uoon the earth;
And after my skin, even this body , is destroyed,
Then without ray flesh shall I see Ood;
Whom I , even I , shall see on mv side
,
And mine eyes shall behold, and not as a stranger.
My heart is consumed within me.
helps ^rief- stricken individuals because it gives us all great
assurance that a just Ood is living and wL 11 taJce caTe of every
one of us. V/hen persons feel the pangs of ^rief they can rest
assured that God is still living and just, s.nd will in the end
take care of every one. The consolation of a Great and Loving
Father is pointed out here. Grief has its comfort by the know-
ledge of a 45omforting Father.
!

4. Chapter 24:22-24/
Yet $od preserveth the mighty by his power;
He riseth up that hath no assurance of life;
Ood giveth them to be in security, and they rest thereon;
And his eyes are upon their ways.
points out to those suffering from grief the great power which
GrOd has to preserve. -^^ God is powerful and can preserve and
protect all. In Him we all have strength, even beyond this life.
5. Chapter 33:24-31.
Then God is gracious unto him, and saith,
Deliver him from going down to the pit,
I have found a ransom.
His flesh shall be fresher than a child's;
He returneth to the days of his youth.
He orayeth unto God and he is favorable unto Him,
So that he seeth his face with joy:
And he restoreth unto maniis righteousness.
He singeth before men, and saith,
I have sinned, and perverted that which was right.
And it profit eth me not:
He hatn redeemed my soul from going into the pit.
And ray life shall behold the light,
Lo, all these things doth God work.
Twice, yea thrice, with a man.
To bring back his soul from the pit,
That he may be enlightened with the light of the living.
A final contribution to persons suffering from ^rief is
given us in Chapter 33:24-31. It is a beautiful religious truth
ifhich will soothe the ^ief- stricken because it shows how God
saves the lost ones from destruction, even though they have
sinned. God is gracious and merciful^ and will save every indi-
vidual from destruction. The hope for the i ost one is assured
m God. This is Job's great contribution to the Orief- stricken.
9. Ibid . . p. 229.

IThe Book of Job does raa,ke contributions to the types of
suffering which we have outlined, .Loneliness, Bitterness, FeaJ,
Doubt and Grief. Some of these contributions are comforting
beliefs, others are negative suggestions, and others are laws
of teaching to elevate the soirit of the sufferer. In each of
these, the Book of Job makes a contribution in its own way.
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CONCLUSION
By getting first of all a picture of the types of suffer-
ing: Loneliness, Bitterness, Fear, Doubt, and Grief, we have
Launched into the major problems of the Book of Job, its date
and purpose, an outline of the book, the evolution of Job's
isuffering, the ministry of the friends, and the direct ministry
of Jehovah.
Next we discern the values in the ministry of the book:
first, negative as to methods and philosoDhy, and secondly the
positive values of the Book of Job as a contribution to persons
suffering, such as furnishing a spiritual training ground, pre-
senting a claBsic expression of suffering, expressing the basic
problem of a sufferer, and finally, showing how God works in
the human heart,
We have then determined the contributions which the Book
of Job has to make to the specific types of pain both in its
thought contributions and in its value as scripture for use with
the suffering. Thus we see that the Book of Job has made many
3ontributions to persons suffering.
I
I
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